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fraction measurements is required. The coupling fit presented here 
is performed within the κ framework53 with a set of parameters κ that 
affect the Higgs boson coupling strengths without altering any kin-
ematic distributions of a given process.

Within this framework, the cross-section times the branching frac-
tion for an individual measurement is parameterized in terms of the 
multiplicative coupling strength modifiers κ. A coupling strength 
modifier κp for a production or decay process via the coupling to a 
given particle p is defined as κ σ σ= /p p p

2 SM or κ Γ Γ= /p p p
2 SM, respectively, 

where Γp is the partial decay width into a pair of particles p. The param-
eterization takes into account that the total decay width depends on 
all decay modes included in the present measurements, as well as cur-
rently undetected or invisible, direct or indirect decays predicted by 
the standard model (such as those to gluons, light quarks or neutrinos) 
and the hypothetical decays into non-standard model particles. The 
decays to non-standard model particles are divided into decays to 
invisible particles and other decays that would be undetected owing 
to large backgrounds. The corresponding branching fractions for the 
two are denoted by Binv. and Bu., respectively.

In the following, three classes of models with progressively fewer 
assumptions about coupling strength modifiers are considered. Stand-
ard model values are assumed for the coupling strength modifiers of 
first-generation fermions, and the modifiers of the second-generation 
quarks are set to those of the third generation, except where κc is left 
free-floating in the fit. Owing to their small sizes, these couplings are 
not expected to noticeably affect any of the results. The ggF produc-
tion and the H → γγ and H → Zγ decays are loop-induced processes. 
They are either expressed in terms of the more fundamental coupling 
strength scale factors corresponding to the particles that contribute 
to the loop-induced processes in the standard model, or treated using 
effective coupling strength modifiers κg, κγ and κZγ, respectively. The 
latter scenario accounts for possible loop contributions from par-
ticles beyond the standard model. The small contribution from the 
loop-induced gg → ZH process is always parameterized in terms of the 
couplings to the corresponding standard model particles.

The first model tests one scale factor for the vector bosons, 
κV = κW = κZ, and a second, κF, which applies to all fermions. In general, 
the standard model prediction of κV = κF = 1 does not hold in extensions 
of the standard model. For example, the values of κV and κF would be 

less than 1 in models in which the Higgs boson is a composite particle. 
The effective couplings corresponding to the ggF, H → γγ and H → Zγ 
loop-induced processes are parameterized in terms of the fundamental 
standard model couplings. It is assumed that there are no invisible or 
undetected Higgs boson decays beyond the standard model, that is, 
Binv. = Bu. = 0. As only the relative sign between κV and κF is physical and 
a negative relative sign has been excluded with a high level of confi-
dence20, κV ≥ 0 and κF ≥ 0 are assumed. Figure 4 shows the results of a 
combined fit in the (κV, κF) plane. The best-fit values and their uncer-
tainties from the combined fit are κV = 1.035 ± 0.031 and κF = 0.95 ± 0.05, 
compatible with the standard model predictions. A relatively large 
positive correlation of 39% is observed between the two fit parameters, 
because some of the most sensitive input measurements involve the 
ggF production process (that is, via couplings to fermions) with sub-
sequent Higgs boson decays into vector bosons.

In the second class of models, the coupling strength modifiers for 
W, Z, t, b, c, τ and µ are treated independently. All modifiers are assumed 
to be positive. It is assumed that only standard model particles con-
tribute to the loop-induced processes, and modifications of the fermion 
and vector boson couplings are propagated through the loop calcula-
tions. Invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson decays 
are not considered. These models enable testing of the predicted scal-
ing of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the standard model particles 
as a function of their mass using the reduced coupling strength mod-
ifiers κ g κ m/2vev = ( /vev)V V V V  for weak bosons with a mass mV and 
κFgF = κFmF/vev for fermions with a mass mF, where gV and gF are the 
corresponding absolute coupling strengths and ‘vev’ is the vacuum 
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Fig. 4 | Negative log-likelihood contours corresponding to 68% and 95% CL 
in the (κV, κF) plane. The data are obtained from a combined fit assuming no 
contributions from invisible or undetected non-standard model Higgs boson 
decays. The p value for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
standard model (SM) prediction is 14%. Data are from ATLAS Run 2.
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Fig. 5 | Reduced Higgs boson coupling strength modifiers and their 
uncertainties. They are defined as κFmF/vev for fermions (F = t, b, τ, µ) and 

κ m /vevV V  for vector bosons as a function of their masses mF and mV. Two fit 
scenarios with κc = κt (coloured circle markers), or κc left free-floating in the fit 
(grey cross markers) are shown. Loop-induced processes are assumed to have 
the standard model (SM) structure, and Higgs boson decays to non-SM particles 
are not allowed. The vertical bar on each point denotes the 68% confidence 
interval. The p values for compatibility of the combined measurement and the 
SM prediction are 56% and 65% for the respective scenarios. The lower panel 
shows the values of the coupling strength modifiers. The grey arrow points in 
the direction of the best-fit value and the corresponding grey uncertainty bar 
extends beyond the lower panel range. Data are from ATLAS Run 2.
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A jet is a 
collimated shower of particles in the detector
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top 
quark jet?
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jet?Data most naturally viewed 

as point cloud:


Each input (e.g. jet, event, ..)  
is a set of k-dimensional vectors  
(individual particles, hits, ..)

Komiske, Metodiev, Thaler 1810.05165; Birk, GK, et al 2312.00123;
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Flow Matching Beyond Kinematics: Generating Jets with Particle-ID and
Trajectory Displacement Information
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We introduce the first generative model trained on the JetClass dataset. Our model generates
jets at the constituent level, and it is a permutation-equivariant continuous normalizing flow (CNF)
trained with the flow matching technique. It is conditioned on the jet type, so that a single model can
be used to generate the ten di↵erent jet types of JetClass. For the first time, we also introduce a
generative model that goes beyond the kinematic features of jet constituents. The JetClass dataset
includes more features, such as particle-ID and track impact parameter, and we demonstrate that
our CNF can accurately model all of these additional features as well. Our generative model for
JetClass expands on the versatility of existing jet generation techniques, enhancing their potential
utility in high-energy physics research, and o↵ering a more comprehensive understanding of the
generated jets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest and
activity in generative modeling for jet constituents.
While showering and hadronization with standard
programs such as Pythia [1] and Herwig [2] is not
a major computational bottleneck at the LHC [3],
learning the properties of jets from data still has in-
teresting potential applications. For example, gen-
erative modeling at the jet constituent level can be
used to improve the performance of anomaly detec-
tion [4] techniques.

More generally, learning jets is an interesting lab-
oratory for method development. In particular, it
has been fruitful and e↵ective to view the jet con-
stituents as a high-dimensional point cloud, and
to devise methods for point cloud generative mod-
els that incorporate permutation invariance. This
route has led to a number of state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, recently explored in [5–14], that combine
di↵erent permutation-invariant layers such as trans-
formers [15] and the EPiC layer [7], with state-
of-the-art generative modeling frameworks such as
di↵usion [16–20] and flow matching [21–24]. Suc-
cessful models developed for jet point clouds can
also potentially be adapted to other important point
cloud generative modeling problems such as for fast
emulation of GEANT4 [25–27] calorimeter show-
ers [11, 13, 28, 29]. Finally, while event generation
with generative models has concentrated primarily
on low multiplicities and fixed structures [30–35], re-
cent, in-principle permutation invariant, approaches
exist as well [36, 37].

So far, e↵orts for jet generation have focused al-
most exclusively on the JetNet dataset of Refs. [38,
39]. Originally generated by [40], this dataset was
subsequently adopted in the works of Ref. [5] as

⇤
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FIG. 1: Schematic overview of the di↵erent jet con-
stituent features available in the JetClass dataset.
The horizontal line at the bottom represents the
beam axis and the circle on this line represents the
primary vertex (PV).

a benchmark dataset for jet generative modeling.
However, the JetNet dataset has a number of draw-
backs that are readily becoming apparent. First, its
limited size (180k jets per jet type) means there are
not enough jets in JetNet to facilitate the train-
ing of state-of-the-art generative models as well as
metrics such as the binary classifier metric [41, 42]
which require additional training data. Second, Jet-
Net uses small-radius (R = 0.4) jets (although the
description in [5] incorrectly states a cone-size of
R = 0.8 which is in disagreement with the observed
angular distribution of constituents). This can lead
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Landscape Dataset

• Open dataset for the development 
of better tagging algorithms for 
particle physics 

• 2 million simulated examples

• Perfect class labels: 

top jet or light quark/gluon jet 

• Input: momentum sorted list of 200 
particles/jet with 3 features/particle 
(pX, pY, pZ) 

GK, Plehn, et al 1902.09914



Evaluation Metrics
Cut so that 30% 
of top quarks pass selection:

R30 is the inverse of the number 
of background jets that 
also pass

Number of trainable parameters:  
Complexity / compute cost

→How much performance can we 
afford?



Jets as Images

GK et al 1701.08784; Macaluso, Shih 1803.00107; Qu, Gouskos 1902.08570

First deep learning approach: 
Convolutional networks:  
(project point-cloud onto 2D 
plane)

Locality and translation 
invariance, but not ideal 



Learning relations

Point-clouds alone lack 
capacity

Komiske, Metodiev, Thaler 1810.05165;
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Figure 1: A visualization of the decomposition of an observable via Eq. (1.1). Each particle

in the event is mapped by � to an internal (latent) particle representation, shown here as

three abstract illustrations for a latent space of dimension three. The latent representation is

then summed over all particles to arrive at a latent event representation, which is mapped by

F to the value of the observable. For the IRC-safe case of Eq. (1.2), � takes in the angular

information of the particle and the sum is weighted by the particle energies or transverse

momenta.

where this appears is learning from point clouds, sets of data points in space. For instance, the

output of spatial sensors such as lidar, relevant for self-driving car technologies, is often in the

form of a point cloud. As point clouds share the variable-length and permutation-symmetric

properties with collider events, it is worthwhile to understand and expand upon point cloud

techniques for particle physics applications.

The Deep Sets framework for point clouds, recently developed in Ref. [63], demonstrates

how permutation-invariant functions of variable-length inputs can be parametrized in a fully

general way. In Ref. [63], the method was applied to a wide variety of problems including red-

shift estimation of galaxy clusters, finding terms associated with a set of words, and detecting

anomalous faces in a set of images. The key observation is that summation, which is clearly

symmetric with respect to the order of the arguments, is general enough to encapsulate all

symmetric functions if one is allowed a large enough internal (latent) space.

In the context of a physics observable O that is a symmetric function of an arbitrary

– 3 –



Learning relations
Graphs add locality 
(e.g. kNN clustering in 
feature space)
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V �, V �
hid

<latexit sha1_base64="WhBBytL7AOLCOPFKqkdbfTZ2xq4=">AAAB/HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VXf0EhwyDzJaEfTgYeDF4wTXDbZS0jTdwpK0JKkwyvwqXjwo4tUP4s1vY7r1oJsPAo/3fj9+Ly9MGVXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHnkqySQmXZywRPZDpAijgnQ11Yz0U0kQDxnphZPbwu89EqloIh70NCU+RyNBY4qRNlJg173mOfSawZAjPZY8H9NoFtgNp+XMAVeJW5IGKNEJ7K9hlOCME6ExQ0oNXCfVfo6kppiRWW2YKZIiPEEjMjBUIE6Un8/Dz+CpUSIYJ9I8oeFc/b2RI67UlIdmssiolr1C/M8bZDq+9nMq0kwTgReH4oxBncCiCRhRSbBmU0MQltRkhXiMJMLa9FUzJbjLX14l3kXLdVru/WWjfVPWUQXH4AScARdcgTa4Ax3QBRhMwTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfi9GKVe7UwR9Ynz+huZQa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhBBytL7AOLCOPFKqkdbfTZ2xq4=">AAAB/HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VXf0EhwyDzJaEfTgYeDF4wTXDbZS0jTdwpK0JKkwyvwqXjwo4tUP4s1vY7r1oJsPAo/3fj9+Ly9MGVXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHnkqySQmXZywRPZDpAijgnQ11Yz0U0kQDxnphZPbwu89EqloIh70NCU+RyNBY4qRNlJg173mOfSawZAjPZY8H9NoFtgNp+XMAVeJW5IGKNEJ7K9hlOCME6ExQ0oNXCfVfo6kppiRWW2YKZIiPEEjMjBUIE6Un8/Dz+CpUSIYJ9I8oeFc/b2RI67UlIdmssiolr1C/M8bZDq+9nMq0kwTgReH4oxBncCiCRhRSbBmU0MQltRkhXiMJMLa9FUzJbjLX14l3kXLdVru/WWjfVPWUQXH4AScARdcgTa4Ax3QBRhMwTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfi9GKVe7UwR9Ynz+huZQa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhBBytL7AOLCOPFKqkdbfTZ2xq4=">AAAB/HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VXf0EhwyDzJaEfTgYeDF4wTXDbZS0jTdwpK0JKkwyvwqXjwo4tUP4s1vY7r1oJsPAo/3fj9+Ly9MGVXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHnkqySQmXZywRPZDpAijgnQ11Yz0U0kQDxnphZPbwu89EqloIh70NCU+RyNBY4qRNlJg173mOfSawZAjPZY8H9NoFtgNp+XMAVeJW5IGKNEJ7K9hlOCME6ExQ0oNXCfVfo6kppiRWW2YKZIiPEEjMjBUIE6Un8/Dz+CpUSIYJ9I8oeFc/b2RI67UlIdmssiolr1C/M8bZDq+9nMq0kwTgReH4oxBncCiCRhRSbBmU0MQltRkhXiMJMLa9FUzJbjLX14l3kXLdVru/WWjfVPWUQXH4AScARdcgTa4Ax3QBRhMwTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfi9GKVe7UwR9Ynz+huZQa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhBBytL7AOLCOPFKqkdbfTZ2xq4=">AAAB/HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VXf0EhwyDzJaEfTgYeDF4wTXDbZS0jTdwpK0JKkwyvwqXjwo4tUP4s1vY7r1oJsPAo/3fj9+Ly9MGVXacb6tytr6xuZWdbu2s7u3f2AfHnkqySQmXZywRPZDpAijgnQ11Yz0U0kQDxnphZPbwu89EqloIh70NCU+RyNBY4qRNlJg173mOfSawZAjPZY8H9NoFtgNp+XMAVeJW5IGKNEJ7K9hlOCME6ExQ0oNXCfVfo6kppiRWW2YKZIiPEEjMjBUIE6Un8/Dz+CpUSIYJ9I8oeFc/b2RI67UlIdmssiolr1C/M8bZDq+9nMq0kwTgReH4oxBncCiCRhRSbBmU0MQltRkhXiMJMLa9FUzJbjLX14l3kXLdVru/WWjfVPWUQXH4AScARdcgTa4Ax3QBRhMwTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfi9GKVe7UwR9Ynz+huZQa</latexit>

E, Ehid
<latexit sha1_base64="DYZek5SmevKS8py25dx0aIqUbBY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4kJKIoAsXBSm4rGAf0IYwmUzboTNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c4KEM6Ud59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVvFqSS0RWIey26AFeUsoi3NNKfdRFIsAk47wfgm9zsPVCoWR/d6klBP4GHEBoxgbSTfrjTOUMPvC6xHUmQjFk59u+rUnBnQMnELUoUCTd/+6ocxSQWNNOFYqZ7rJNrLsNSMcDot91NFE0zGeEh7hkZYUOVls+hTdGKUEA1iaV6k0Uz9vZFhodREBGYyz6gWvVz8z+ulenDlZSxKUk0jMj80SDnSMcp7QCGTlGg+MQQTyUxWREZYYqJNW2VTgrv45WXSPq+5Ts29u6jWr4s6SnAEx3AKLlxCHW6hCS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRFavYOYQ/sD5/AKXVk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DYZek5SmevKS8py25dx0aIqUbBY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4kJKIoAsXBSm4rGAf0IYwmUzboTNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c4KEM6Ud59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVvFqSS0RWIey26AFeUsoi3NNKfdRFIsAk47wfgm9zsPVCoWR/d6klBP4GHEBoxgbSTfrjTOUMPvC6xHUmQjFk59u+rUnBnQMnELUoUCTd/+6ocxSQWNNOFYqZ7rJNrLsNSMcDot91NFE0zGeEh7hkZYUOVls+hTdGKUEA1iaV6k0Uz9vZFhodREBGYyz6gWvVz8z+ulenDlZSxKUk0jMj80SDnSMcp7QCGTlGg+MQQTyUxWREZYYqJNW2VTgrv45WXSPq+5Ts29u6jWr4s6SnAEx3AKLlxCHW6hCS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRFavYOYQ/sD5/AKXVk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DYZek5SmevKS8py25dx0aIqUbBY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4kJKIoAsXBSm4rGAf0IYwmUzboTNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c4KEM6Ud59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVvFqSS0RWIey26AFeUsoi3NNKfdRFIsAk47wfgm9zsPVCoWR/d6klBP4GHEBoxgbSTfrjTOUMPvC6xHUmQjFk59u+rUnBnQMnELUoUCTd/+6ocxSQWNNOFYqZ7rJNrLsNSMcDot91NFE0zGeEh7hkZYUOVls+hTdGKUEA1iaV6k0Uz9vZFhodREBGYyz6gWvVz8z+ulenDlZSxKUk0jMj80SDnSMcp7QCGTlGg+MQQTyUxWREZYYqJNW2VTgrv45WXSPq+5Ts29u6jWr4s6SnAEx3AKLlxCHW6hCS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRFavYOYQ/sD5/AKXVk5Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DYZek5SmevKS8py25dx0aIqUbBY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4kJKIoAsXBSm4rGAf0IYwmUzboTNJmJkoJfZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c4KEM6Ud59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVvFqSS0RWIey26AFeUsoi3NNKfdRFIsAk47wfgm9zsPVCoWR/d6klBP4GHEBoxgbSTfrjTOUMPvC6xHUmQjFk59u+rUnBnQMnELUoUCTd/+6ocxSQWNNOFYqZ7rJNrLsNSMcDot91NFE0zGeEh7hkZYUOVls+hTdGKUEA1iaV6k0Uz9vZFhodREBGYyz6gWvVz8z+ulenDlZSxKUk0jMj80SDnSMcp7QCGTlGg+MQQTyUxWREZYYqJNW2VTgrv45WXSPq+5Ts29u6jWr4s6SnAEx3AKLlxCHW6hCS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRFavYOYQ/sD5/AKXVk5Y=</latexit>

V, Vhid
<latexit sha1_base64="brwuxF74R6OEOykh378as/RBfzE=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avVI9eFovgQUoigh48FLx4rGDTQhvCZrNtl+4mYXejlNif4sWDIl79Jd78N27aHLR1YGGYeY83O2HKmdKO822trK6tb2xWtqrbO7t7+3btwFNJJgltk4QnshtiRTmLaVszzWk3lRSLkNNOOL4p/M4DlYol8b2epNQXeBizASNYGymwa94Z8oK+wHokRT5i0TSw607DmQEtE7ckdSjRCuyvfpSQTNBYE46V6rlOqv0cS80Ip9NqP1M0xWSMh7RnaIwFVX4+iz5FJ0aJ0CCR5sUazdTfGzkWSk1EaCaLjGrRK8T/vF6mB1d+zuI00zQm80ODjCOdoKIHFDFJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTUluItfXibeecN1Gu7dRb15XdZRgSM4hlNw4RKacAstaAOBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWOXOIfyB9fkD20qTuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="brwuxF74R6OEOykh378as/RBfzE=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avVI9eFovgQUoigh48FLx4rGDTQhvCZrNtl+4mYXejlNif4sWDIl79Jd78N27aHLR1YGGYeY83O2HKmdKO822trK6tb2xWtqrbO7t7+3btwFNJJgltk4QnshtiRTmLaVszzWk3lRSLkNNOOL4p/M4DlYol8b2epNQXeBizASNYGymwa94Z8oK+wHokRT5i0TSw607DmQEtE7ckdSjRCuyvfpSQTNBYE46V6rlOqv0cS80Ip9NqP1M0xWSMh7RnaIwFVX4+iz5FJ0aJ0CCR5sUazdTfGzkWSk1EaCaLjGrRK8T/vF6mB1d+zuI00zQm80ODjCOdoKIHFDFJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTUluItfXibeecN1Gu7dRb15XdZRgSM4hlNw4RKacAstaAOBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWOXOIfyB9fkD20qTuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="brwuxF74R6OEOykh378as/RBfzE=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avVI9eFovgQUoigh48FLx4rGDTQhvCZrNtl+4mYXejlNif4sWDIl79Jd78N27aHLR1YGGYeY83O2HKmdKO822trK6tb2xWtqrbO7t7+3btwFNJJgltk4QnshtiRTmLaVszzWk3lRSLkNNOOL4p/M4DlYol8b2epNQXeBizASNYGymwa94Z8oK+wHokRT5i0TSw607DmQEtE7ckdSjRCuyvfpSQTNBYE46V6rlOqv0cS80Ip9NqP1M0xWSMh7RnaIwFVX4+iz5FJ0aJ0CCR5sUazdTfGzkWSk1EaCaLjGrRK8T/vF6mB1d+zuI00zQm80ODjCOdoKIHFDFJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTUluItfXibeecN1Gu7dRb15XdZRgSM4hlNw4RKacAstaAOBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWOXOIfyB9fkD20qTuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="brwuxF74R6OEOykh378as/RBfzE=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avVI9eFovgQUoigh48FLx4rGDTQhvCZrNtl+4mYXejlNif4sWDIl79Jd78N27aHLR1YGGYeY83O2HKmdKO822trK6tb2xWtqrbO7t7+3btwFNJJgltk4QnshtiRTmLaVszzWk3lRSLkNNOOL4p/M4DlYol8b2epNQXeBizASNYGymwa94Z8oK+wHokRT5i0TSw607DmQEtE7ckdSjRCuyvfpSQTNBYE46V6rlOqv0cS80Ip9NqP1M0xWSMh7RnaIwFVX4+iz5FJ0aJ0CCR5sUazdTfGzkWSk1EaCaLjGrRK8T/vF6mB1d+zuI00zQm80ODjCOdoKIHFDFJieYTQzCRzGRFZIQlJtq0VTUluItfXibeecN1Gu7dRb15XdZRgSM4hlNw4RKacAstaAOBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWOXOIfyB9fkD20qTuA==</latexit>

u,uhid
<latexit sha1_base64="UO6spgXZarocGO1zBKohmEwCj+c=">AAACDHicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4EJKIoIuXBTcuKxgW6ENZTKZtENnkjAzEUrIA7jxVdy4UMStD+DOt3GSBtTWAwMf597L3Hu8mDOlbfvLqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv13b2uihJJaIdEPJJ3HlaUs5B2NNOc3sWSYuFx2vMmV3m9d0+lYlF4q6cxdQUehSxgBGtjDeuNgcB67AVpkp2gHx4WKEU6Zn5muuymXQgtglNCA0q1h/XPgR+RRNBQE46V6jt2rN0US80Ip1ltkCgaYzLBI9o3GGJBlZsWx2ToyDg+CiJpXqhR4f6eSLFQaio805nvqOZruflfrZ/o4MJNWRgnmoZk9lGQcKQjlCeDfCYp0XxqABPJzK6IjLHERJv8aiYEZ/7kReieNh276dycNVqXZRxVOIBDOAYHzqEF19CGDhB4gCd4gVfr0Xq23qz3WWvFKmf24Y+sj28GGpw2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UO6spgXZarocGO1zBKohmEwCj+c=">AAACDHicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4EJKIoIuXBTcuKxgW6ENZTKZtENnkjAzEUrIA7jxVdy4UMStD+DOt3GSBtTWAwMf597L3Hu8mDOlbfvLqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv13b2uihJJaIdEPJJ3HlaUs5B2NNOc3sWSYuFx2vMmV3m9d0+lYlF4q6cxdQUehSxgBGtjDeuNgcB67AVpkp2gHx4WKEU6Zn5muuymXQgtglNCA0q1h/XPgR+RRNBQE46V6jt2rN0US80Ip1ltkCgaYzLBI9o3GGJBlZsWx2ToyDg+CiJpXqhR4f6eSLFQaio805nvqOZruflfrZ/o4MJNWRgnmoZk9lGQcKQjlCeDfCYp0XxqABPJzK6IjLHERJv8aiYEZ/7kReieNh276dycNVqXZRxVOIBDOAYHzqEF19CGDhB4gCd4gVfr0Xq23qz3WWvFKmf24Y+sj28GGpw2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UO6spgXZarocGO1zBKohmEwCj+c=">AAACDHicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4EJKIoIuXBTcuKxgW6ENZTKZtENnkjAzEUrIA7jxVdy4UMStD+DOt3GSBtTWAwMf597L3Hu8mDOlbfvLqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv13b2uihJJaIdEPJJ3HlaUs5B2NNOc3sWSYuFx2vMmV3m9d0+lYlF4q6cxdQUehSxgBGtjDeuNgcB67AVpkp2gHx4WKEU6Zn5muuymXQgtglNCA0q1h/XPgR+RRNBQE46V6jt2rN0US80Ip1ltkCgaYzLBI9o3GGJBlZsWx2ToyDg+CiJpXqhR4f6eSLFQaio805nvqOZruflfrZ/o4MJNWRgnmoZk9lGQcKQjlCeDfCYp0XxqABPJzK6IjLHERJv8aiYEZ/7kReieNh276dycNVqXZRxVOIBDOAYHzqEF19CGDhB4gCd4gVfr0Xq23qz3WWvFKmf24Y+sj28GGpw2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UO6spgXZarocGO1zBKohmEwCj+c=">AAACDHicbZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4EJKIoIuXBTcuKxgW6ENZTKZtENnkjAzEUrIA7jxVdy4UMStD+DOt3GSBtTWAwMf597L3Hu8mDOlbfvLqiwtr6yuVddrG5tb2zv13b2uihJJaIdEPJJ3HlaUs5B2NNOc3sWSYuFx2vMmV3m9d0+lYlF4q6cxdQUehSxgBGtjDeuNgcB67AVpkp2gHx4WKEU6Zn5muuymXQgtglNCA0q1h/XPgR+RRNBQE46V6jt2rN0US80Ip1ltkCgaYzLBI9o3GGJBlZsWx2ToyDg+CiJpXqhR4f6eSLFQaio805nvqOZruflfrZ/o4MJNWRgnmoZk9lGQcKQjlCeDfCYp0XxqABPJzK6IjLHERJv8aiYEZ/7kReieNh276dycNVqXZRxVOIBDOAYHzqEF19CGDhB4gCd4gVfr0Xq23qz3WWvFKmf24Y+sj28GGpw2</latexit>

Edge block Node block Global block

�u
<latexit sha1_base64="znt8hwWv6wryqwCugrweUa+jkM8=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubfaSNXu7y+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvFhxZqzvf3tLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvPzQy04TWieRSN2NsKGeC1i2znDaVpjiNOW3Eg6ux33ik2jApbu1Q0SjFPcESRrB1UthWfXaXdUplv+JPgBZJMCPl6mH4dA8AtU7pq92VJEupsIRjY1qBr2yUY20Z4XRUbGeGKkwGuEdbjgqcUhPlk2tH6MQpXZRI7UpYNFF/T+Q4NWaYxq4zxbZv5r2x+J/XymxyEeVMqMxSQaaLkowjK9H4ddRlmhLLh45gopm7FZE+1phYF1DRhRDMv7xIwrNK4FeCG5fGJUxRgCM4hlMI4ByqcA01qAOBB3iGV3jzpPfivXsf09YlbzZzAH/gff4AqE6Qnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5XnA5iYIAgqxiI+i0ptSwAiKP4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/CHrlSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7p9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVTSBE04mV87JWdO6ZNYaVfSkrn6e2JCE2PGSeQ6E2qHZtmbif95nczGV+GEyzSzKNliUZwJYhWZvU76XCOzYuwIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdQGVXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcOdXatd5HEU4gVM4hwAuoQa3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A53Djxw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="HCiXjOq04H3f4Ed7vqyiRfd+2dI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3NlpYBGwsI5hLIDnj3mYvWbO3e+zuRcKR/2BjoYit/8fOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmRelnGnjed9OYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3XP3DwItM0VonUguVTPCmnImaN0ww2kzVRQnEaeNaHA98RtDqjST4s6MUhomuCdYzAg2VgraaZ/dDztu2at4U6Bl4s9JuXoUPD0AQK3jfrW7kmQJFYZwrHXL91IT5lgZRjgdl9qZpikmA9yjLUsFTqgO8+m1Y3RqlS6KpbIlDJqqvydynGg9SiLbmWDT14veRPzPa2UmvgxzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5HXUZYoSw0eWYKKYvRWRPlaYGBtQyYbgL768TILziu9V/FubxhXMUIRjOIEz8OECqnADNagDgUd4hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWgjOfOYQ/cD5/AKnSkKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fc8T4ygtia14k1z/CDji4ezWDqY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2NFhYBG8sI5gOSM+xtNsmavd1jdy4QjvwHGwtFbP0/dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzokQKi77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjhtWpYbzOtNSmFVHLpVC8jgIlbyWG0ziSvBmNbmd+c8yNFVo94CThYUwHSvQFo+ikRicZisdxt1T2K/4cZJUEOSlDjlq39NXpaZbGXCGT1Np24CcYZtSgYJJPi53U8oSyER3wtqOKxtyG2fzaKTl3So/0tXGlkMzV3xMZja2dxJHrjCkO7bI3E//z2in2r8NMqCRFrthiUT+VBDWZvU56wnCGcuIIZUa4WwkbUkMZuoCKLoRg+eVV0risBH4luPfL1Zs8jgKcwhlcQABXUIU7qEEdGDzBM7zCm6e9F+/d+1i0rnn5zAn8gff5A59Hjx0=</latexit>

�e
<latexit sha1_base64="gRKFy+QFytmwqWy0cvo5FmmPz8I=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubeaSNXu3x+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XaWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLevq9lphjWmRRSNUOqUfAE64Ybgc1UIY1DgY1wcDX2G4+oNJfJrRmmGMS0l/CIM2qs5LfTPr/DTqnsVtwJyCLxZqRcPfSf7gGg1il9tbuSZTEmhgmqdctzUxPkVBnOBI6K7UxjStmA9rBlaUJj1EE+uXZETqzSJZFUthJDJurviZzGWg/j0HbG1PT1vDcW//NamYkugpwnaWYwYdNFUSaIkWT8OulyhcyIoSWUKW5vJaxPFWXGBlS0IXjzLy8S/6ziuRXvxqZxCVMU4AiO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6sDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HtHXJmc0cwB84nz+QDpCP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLq6KB/1S9uyUeWp/G4byg43mK0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/AF75Ypf9ecgqyTISQVy1Hvlr25fsSxBaZmgxnQCP7XhhGrLmcBpqZsZTCkb0QF2HJU0QRNO5tdOyZlT+iRW2pW0ZK7+npjQxJhxErnOhNqhWfZm4n9eJ7PxVTjhMs0sSrZYFGeCWEVmr5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUAlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3PmV2nUeRxFO4BTOIYBLqMEt1KEBDB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AIWDjww=</latexit>

(b) Independent recurrent block

Edge block Node block Global block

V �
<latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit>

u�
<latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit>�u

<latexit sha1_base64="znt8hwWv6wryqwCugrweUa+jkM8=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubfaSNXu7y+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvFhxZqzvf3tLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvPzQy04TWieRSN2NsKGeC1i2znDaVpjiNOW3Eg6ux33ik2jApbu1Q0SjFPcESRrB1UthWfXaXdUplv+JPgBZJMCPl6mH4dA8AtU7pq92VJEupsIRjY1qBr2yUY20Z4XRUbGeGKkwGuEdbjgqcUhPlk2tH6MQpXZRI7UpYNFF/T+Q4NWaYxq4zxbZv5r2x+J/XymxyEeVMqMxSQaaLkowjK9H4ddRlmhLLh45gopm7FZE+1phYF1DRhRDMv7xIwrNK4FeCG5fGJUxRgCM4hlMI4ByqcA01qAOBB3iGV3jzpPfivXsf09YlbzZzAH/gff4AqE6Qnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5XnA5iYIAgqxiI+i0ptSwAiKP4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/CHrlSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7p9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVTSBE04mV87JWdO6ZNYaVfSkrn6e2JCE2PGSeQ6E2qHZtmbif95nczGV+GEyzSzKNliUZwJYhWZvU76XCOzYuwIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdQGVXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcOdXatd5HEU4gVM4hwAuoQa3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A53Djxw=</latexit>

⇢v�u
<latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="HCiXjOq04H3f4Ed7vqyiRfd+2dI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3NlpYBGwsI5hLIDnj3mYvWbO3e+zuRcKR/2BjoYit/8fOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmRelnGnjed9OYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3XP3DwItM0VonUguVTPCmnImaN0ww2kzVRQnEaeNaHA98RtDqjST4s6MUhomuCdYzAg2VgraaZ/dDztu2at4U6Bl4s9JuXoUPD0AQK3jfrW7kmQJFYZwrHXL91IT5lgZRjgdl9qZpikmA9yjLUsFTqgO8+m1Y3RqlS6KpbIlDJqqvydynGg9SiLbmWDT14veRPzPa2UmvgxzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5HXUZYoSw0eWYKKYvRWRPlaYGBtQyYbgL768TILziu9V/FubxhXMUIRjOIEz8OECqnADNagDgUd4hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWgjOfOYQ/cD5/AKnSkKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fc8T4ygtia14k1z/CDji4ezWDqY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2NFhYBG8sI5gOSM+xtNsmavd1jdy4QjvwHGwtFbP0/dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzokQKi77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjhtWpYbzOtNSmFVHLpVC8jgIlbyWG0ziSvBmNbmd+c8yNFVo94CThYUwHSvQFo+ikRicZisdxt1T2K/4cZJUEOSlDjlq39NXpaZbGXCGT1Np24CcYZtSgYJJPi53U8oSyER3wtqOKxtyG2fzaKTl3So/0tXGlkMzV3xMZja2dxJHrjCkO7bI3E//z2in2r8NMqCRFrthiUT+VBDWZvU56wnCGcuIIZUa4WwkbUkMZuoCKLoRg+eVV0risBH4luPfL1Zs8jgKcwhlcQABXUIU7qEEdGDzBM7zCm6e9F+/d+1i0rnn5zAn8gff5A59Hjx0=</latexit>

⇢e�v
<latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit>

�e
<latexit sha1_base64="gRKFy+QFytmwqWy0cvo5FmmPz8I=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubeaSNXu3x+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XaWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLevq9lphjWmRRSNUOqUfAE64Ybgc1UIY1DgY1wcDX2G4+oNJfJrRmmGMS0l/CIM2qs5LfTPr/DTqnsVtwJyCLxZqRcPfSf7gGg1il9tbuSZTEmhgmqdctzUxPkVBnOBI6K7UxjStmA9rBlaUJj1EE+uXZETqzSJZFUthJDJurviZzGWg/j0HbG1PT1vDcW//NamYkugpwnaWYwYdNFUSaIkWT8OulyhcyIoSWUKW5vJaxPFWXGBlS0IXjzLy8S/6ziuRXvxqZxCVMU4AiO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6sDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HtHXJmc0cwB84nz+QDpCP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLq6KB/1S9uyUeWp/G4byg43mK0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/AF75Ypf9ecgqyTISQVy1Hvlr25fsSxBaZmgxnQCP7XhhGrLmcBpqZsZTCkb0QF2HJU0QRNO5tdOyZlT+iRW2pW0ZK7+npjQxJhxErnOhNqhWfZm4n9eJ7PxVTjhMs0sSrZYFGeCWEVmr5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUAlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3PmV2nUeRxFO4BTOIYBLqMEt1KEBDB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AIWDjww=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

(c) Message-passing neural network

Edge block Node block Global block

V �
<latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="HCiXjOq04H3f4Ed7vqyiRfd+2dI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3NlpYBGwsI5hLIDnj3mYvWbO3e+zuRcKR/2BjoYit/8fOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmRelnGnjed9OYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3XP3DwItM0VonUguVTPCmnImaN0ww2kzVRQnEaeNaHA98RtDqjST4s6MUhomuCdYzAg2VgraaZ/dDztu2at4U6Bl4s9JuXoUPD0AQK3jfrW7kmQJFYZwrHXL91IT5lgZRjgdl9qZpikmA9yjLUsFTqgO8+m1Y3RqlS6KpbIlDJqqvydynGg9SiLbmWDT14veRPzPa2UmvgxzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5HXUZYoSw0eWYKKYvRWRPlaYGBtQyYbgL768TILziu9V/FubxhXMUIRjOIEz8OECqnADNagDgUd4hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWgjOfOYQ/cD5/AKnSkKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fc8T4ygtia14k1z/CDji4ezWDqY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2NFhYBG8sI5gOSM+xtNsmavd1jdy4QjvwHGwtFbP0/dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzokQKi77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjhtWpYbzOtNSmFVHLpVC8jgIlbyWG0ziSvBmNbmd+c8yNFVo94CThYUwHSvQFo+ikRicZisdxt1T2K/4cZJUEOSlDjlq39NXpaZbGXCGT1Np24CcYZtSgYJJPi53U8oSyER3wtqOKxtyG2fzaKTl3So/0tXGlkMzV3xMZja2dxJHrjCkO7bI3E//z2in2r8NMqCRFrthiUT+VBDWZvU56wnCGcuIIZUa4WwkbUkMZuoCKLoRg+eVV0risBH4luPfL1Zs8jgKcwhlcQABXUIU7qEEdGDzBM7zCm6e9F+/d+1i0rnn5zAn8gff5A59Hjx0=</latexit>

⇢e�v
<latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit>

�e
<latexit sha1_base64="gRKFy+QFytmwqWy0cvo5FmmPz8I=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubeaSNXu3x+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XaWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLevq9lphjWmRRSNUOqUfAE64Ybgc1UIY1DgY1wcDX2G4+oNJfJrRmmGMS0l/CIM2qs5LfTPr/DTqnsVtwJyCLxZqRcPfSf7gGg1il9tbuSZTEmhgmqdctzUxPkVBnOBI6K7UxjStmA9rBlaUJj1EE+uXZETqzSJZFUthJDJurviZzGWg/j0HbG1PT1vDcW//NamYkugpwnaWYwYdNFUSaIkWT8OulyhcyIoSWUKW5vJaxPFWXGBlS0IXjzLy8S/6ziuRXvxqZxCVMU4AiO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6sDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HtHXJmc0cwB84nz+QDpCP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLq6KB/1S9uyUeWp/G4byg43mK0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/AF75Ypf9ecgqyTISQVy1Hvlr25fsSxBaZmgxnQCP7XhhGrLmcBpqZsZTCkb0QF2HJU0QRNO5tdOyZlT+iRW2pW0ZK7+npjQxJhxErnOhNqhWfZm4n9eJ7PxVTjhMs0sSrZYFGeCWEVmr5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUAlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3PmV2nUeRxFO4BTOIYBLqMEt1KEBDB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AIWDjww=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

(d) Non-local neural network

Edge block Node block Global block

u�
<latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit>�u

<latexit sha1_base64="znt8hwWv6wryqwCugrweUa+jkM8=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubfaSNXu7y+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvFhxZqzvf3tLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvPzQy04TWieRSN2NsKGeC1i2znDaVpjiNOW3Eg6ux33ik2jApbu1Q0SjFPcESRrB1UthWfXaXdUplv+JPgBZJMCPl6mH4dA8AtU7pq92VJEupsIRjY1qBr2yUY20Z4XRUbGeGKkwGuEdbjgqcUhPlk2tH6MQpXZRI7UpYNFF/T+Q4NWaYxq4zxbZv5r2x+J/XymxyEeVMqMxSQaaLkowjK9H4ddRlmhLLh45gopm7FZE+1phYF1DRhRDMv7xIwrNK4FeCG5fGJUxRgCM4hlMI4ByqcA01qAOBB3iGV3jzpPfivXsf09YlbzZzAH/gff4AqE6Qnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5XnA5iYIAgqxiI+i0ptSwAiKP4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/CHrlSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7p9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVTSBE04mV87JWdO6ZNYaVfSkrn6e2JCE2PGSeQ6E2qHZtmbif95nczGV+GEyzSzKNliUZwJYhWZvU76XCOzYuwIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdQGVXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcOdXatd5HEU4gVM4hwAuoQa3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A53Djxw=</latexit>

⇢e�u
<latexit sha1_base64="2suSYs2KtjHJeb1CIts1JrhYPII=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSyCp5KIoMeiF48V7Ac0sWy2m3bpZjfsTpQSCv4VLx4U8erv8Oa/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0oFN+B5387S8srq2nppo7y5tb2z6+7tN43KNGUNqoTS7YgYJrhkDeAgWDvVjCSRYK1oeD3xWw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd3DQA/Ufc4CzfsDIFqrR5yNu27Fq3pT4EXiF6SCCtS77lfQUzRLmAQqiDEd30shzIkGTgUbl4PMsJTQIemzjqWSJMyE+fT8MT6xSg/HStuSgKfq74mcJMaMksh2JgQGZt6biP95nQziyzDnMs2ASTpbFGcCg8KTLHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1jZhuDPv7xImmdV36v6t+eV2lURRwkdoWN0inx0gWroBtVRA1GUo2f0it6cJ+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzgP7A+fwB7JSWFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2suSYs2KtjHJeb1CIts1JrhYPII=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSyCp5KIoMeiF48V7Ac0sWy2m3bpZjfsTpQSCv4VLx4U8erv8Oa/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0oFN+B5387S8srq2nppo7y5tb2z6+7tN43KNGUNqoTS7YgYJrhkDeAgWDvVjCSRYK1oeD3xWw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd3DQA/Ufc4CzfsDIFqrR5yNu27Fq3pT4EXiF6SCCtS77lfQUzRLmAQqiDEd30shzIkGTgUbl4PMsJTQIemzjqWSJMyE+fT8MT6xSg/HStuSgKfq74mcJMaMksh2JgQGZt6biP95nQziyzDnMs2ASTpbFGcCg8KTLHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1jZhuDPv7xImmdV36v6t+eV2lURRwkdoWN0inx0gWroBtVRA1GUo2f0it6cJ+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzgP7A+fwB7JSWFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2suSYs2KtjHJeb1CIts1JrhYPII=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSyCp5KIoMeiF48V7Ac0sWy2m3bpZjfsTpQSCv4VLx4U8erv8Oa/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0oFN+B5387S8srq2nppo7y5tb2z6+7tN43KNGUNqoTS7YgYJrhkDeAgWDvVjCSRYK1oeD3xWw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd3DQA/Ufc4CzfsDIFqrR5yNu27Fq3pT4EXiF6SCCtS77lfQUzRLmAQqiDEd30shzIkGTgUbl4PMsJTQIemzjqWSJMyE+fT8MT6xSg/HStuSgKfq74mcJMaMksh2JgQGZt6biP95nQziyzDnMs2ASTpbFGcCg8KTLHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1jZhuDPv7xImmdV36v6t+eV2lURRwkdoWN0inx0gWroBtVRA1GUo2f0it6cJ+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzgP7A+fwB7JSWFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2suSYs2KtjHJeb1CIts1JrhYPII=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WSyCp5KIoMeiF48V7Ac0sWy2m3bpZjfsTpQSCv4VLx4U8erv8Oa/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0oFN+B5387S8srq2nppo7y5tb2z6+7tN43KNGUNqoTS7YgYJrhkDeAgWDvVjCSRYK1oeD3xWw9MG67kHYxSFiakL3nMKQErdd3DQA/Ufc4CzfsDIFqrR5yNu27Fq3pT4EXiF6SCCtS77lfQUzRLmAQqiDEd30shzIkGTgUbl4PMsJTQIemzjqWSJMyE+fT8MT6xSg/HStuSgKfq74mcJMaMksh2JgQGZt6biP95nQziyzDnMs2ASTpbFGcCg8KTLHCPa0ZBjCwhVHN7K6YDogkFm1jZhuDPv7xImmdV36v6t+eV2lURRwkdoWN0inx0gWroBtVRA1GUo2f0it6cJ+fFeXc+Zq1LTjFzgP7A+fwB7JSWFw==</latexit>

�e
<latexit sha1_base64="gRKFy+QFytmwqWy0cvo5FmmPz8I=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubeaSNXu3x+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XaWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLevq9lphjWmRRSNUOqUfAE64Ybgc1UIY1DgY1wcDX2G4+oNJfJrRmmGMS0l/CIM2qs5LfTPr/DTqnsVtwJyCLxZqRcPfSf7gGg1il9tbuSZTEmhgmqdctzUxPkVBnOBI6K7UxjStmA9rBlaUJj1EE+uXZETqzSJZFUthJDJurviZzGWg/j0HbG1PT1vDcW//NamYkugpwnaWYwYdNFUSaIkWT8OulyhcyIoSWUKW5vJaxPFWXGBlS0IXjzLy8S/6ziuRXvxqZxCVMU4AiO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6sDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HtHXJmc0cwB84nz+QDpCP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLq6KB/1S9uyUeWp/G4byg43mK0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/AF75Ypf9ecgqyTISQVy1Hvlr25fsSxBaZmgxnQCP7XhhGrLmcBpqZsZTCkb0QF2HJU0QRNO5tdOyZlT+iRW2pW0ZK7+npjQxJhxErnOhNqhWfZm4n9eJ7PxVTjhMs0sSrZYFGeCWEVmr5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUAlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3PmV2nUeRxFO4BTOIYBLqMEt1KEBDB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AIWDjww=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

(e) Relation network

Edge block Node block Global block

u�
<latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/n1gIms2/ONBt0R58c8NGdBbqU=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovoqiQi6MJFwY3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhH6GGxeKuPVr3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJne533ni2ohYPeI04X5ER0qEglG0Uq8fURwHYZbOzgfVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0B9Wv/jBmacQVMkmN6Xlugn5GNQom+azSTw1PKJvQEe9ZqmjEjZ/NI8/ImVWGJIy1fQrJXP29kdHImGkU2Mk8oln2cvE/r5dieONnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT/H4yFJozlFNLKNPCZiVsTDVlaFuq2BK85ZNXSfuy7rl17+Gq1rgt6ijDCZzCBXhwDQ24hya0gEEMz/AKbw46L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A1s4kUQ=</latexit>�u

<latexit sha1_base64="znt8hwWv6wryqwCugrweUa+jkM8=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubfaSNXu7y+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvFhxZqzvf3tLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvPzQy04TWieRSN2NsKGeC1i2znDaVpjiNOW3Eg6ux33ik2jApbu1Q0SjFPcESRrB1UthWfXaXdUplv+JPgBZJMCPl6mH4dA8AtU7pq92VJEupsIRjY1qBr2yUY20Z4XRUbGeGKkwGuEdbjgqcUhPlk2tH6MQpXZRI7UpYNFF/T+Q4NWaYxq4zxbZv5r2x+J/XymxyEeVMqMxSQaaLkowjK9H4ddRlmhLLh45gopm7FZE+1phYF1DRhRDMv7xIwrNK4FeCG5fGJUxRgCM4hlMI4ByqcA01qAOBB3iGV3jzpPfivXsf09YlbzZzAH/gff4AqE6Qnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5XnA5iYIAgqxiI+i0ptSwAiKP4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/CHrlSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7p9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVTSBE04mV87JWdO6ZNYaVfSkrn6e2JCE2PGSeQ6E2qHZtmbif95nczGV+GEyzSzKNliUZwJYhWZvU76XCOzYuwIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdQGVXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcOdXatd5HEU4gVM4hwAuoQa3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A53Djxw=</latexit>

⇢v�u
<latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="HCiXjOq04H3f4Ed7vqyiRfd+2dI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3NlpYBGwsI5hLIDnj3mYvWbO3e+zuRcKR/2BjoYit/8fOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmRelnGnjed9OYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3XP3DwItM0VonUguVTPCmnImaN0ww2kzVRQnEaeNaHA98RtDqjST4s6MUhomuCdYzAg2VgraaZ/dDztu2at4U6Bl4s9JuXoUPD0AQK3jfrW7kmQJFYZwrHXL91IT5lgZRjgdl9qZpikmA9yjLUsFTqgO8+m1Y3RqlS6KpbIlDJqqvydynGg9SiLbmWDT14veRPzPa2UmvgxzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5HXUZYoSw0eWYKKYvRWRPlaYGBtQyYbgL768TILziu9V/FubxhXMUIRjOIEz8OECqnADNagDgUd4hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWgjOfOYQ/cD5/AKnSkKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fc8T4ygtia14k1z/CDji4ezWDqY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2NFhYBG8sI5gOSM+xtNsmavd1jdy4QjvwHGwtFbP0/dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzokQKi77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjhtWpYbzOtNSmFVHLpVC8jgIlbyWG0ziSvBmNbmd+c8yNFVo94CThYUwHSvQFo+ikRicZisdxt1T2K/4cZJUEOSlDjlq39NXpaZbGXCGT1Np24CcYZtSgYJJPi53U8oSyER3wtqOKxtyG2fzaKTl3So/0tXGlkMzV3xMZja2dxJHrjCkO7bI3E//z2in2r8NMqCRFrthiUT+VBDWZvU56wnCGcuIIZUa4WwkbUkMZuoCKLoRg+eVV0risBH4luPfL1Zs8jgKcwhlcQABXUIU7qEEdGDzBM7zCm6e9F+/d+1i0rnn5zAn8gff5A59Hjx0=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

u
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(f) Deep set

Figure 4: Di↵erent internal GN block configurations. See Section 3.2 for details on the notation,
and Section 4 for details about each variant. (a) A full GN predicts node, edge, and global output
attributes based on incoming node, edge, and global attributes. (b) An independent, recurrent
update block takes input and hidden graphs, and the � functions are RNNs (Sanchez-Gonzalez
et al., 2018). (c) An MPNN (Gilmer et al., 2017) predicts node, edge, and global output attributes
based on incoming node, edge, and global attributes. Note that the global prediction does not
include aggregated edges. (d) A NLNN (Wang et al., 2018c) only predicts node output attributes.
(e) A relation network (Raposo et al., 2017; Santoro et al., 2017) only uses the edge predictions
to predict global attributes. (f) A Deep Set (Zaheer et al., 2017) bypasses the edge update and
predicts updated global attributes.

4.2.1 Message-passing neural network (MPNN)

Gilmer et al. (2017)’s MPNN generalizes a number of previous architectures and can be translated
naturally into the GN formalism. Following the MPNN paper’s terminology (see Gilmer et al.
(2017), pages 2-4):

� the message function, Mt, plays the role of the GN’s �e, but does not take u as input,
� elementwise summation is used for the GN’s ⇢e!v,
� the update function, Ut, plays the role of the GN’s �v,
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Learning relations

Attention learns which neighbours are relevant 
Benefits from pre-training
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Figure 3. The architecture of (a) Particle Transformer (b) Particle Attention Block (c) Class Attention Block.

of particles, in a shape (N, N,C 0). The particle and inter-
action inputs are each followed by an MLP to project them
to a d- and d0-dimensional embedding, x0

2 RN⇥d and
U 2 RN⇥N⇥d0

, respectively. Unlike Transformers for NLP
and vision, we do not add any ad-hoc positional encodings,
as the particles in a jet are permutation invariant. The spatial
information (i.e., the flying direction of each particle) is
directly included in the particle inputs. We feed the particle
embedding x0 into a stack of L particle attention blocks
to produce new embeddings, x1, ...,xL via multi-head self
attention. The interaction matrix U is used to augment the
scaled dot-product attention by adding it as a bias to the
pre-softmax attention weights. The same U is used for all
the particle attention blocks. After that, the last particle
embedding xL is fed into two class attention blocks, and a
global class token xclass is used to extract information for
jet classification via attention to all the particles, following
the CaiT approach (Touvron et al., 2021). The class token
is passed to a single-layer MLP, followed by softmax, to
produce the final classification scores.

Remark. ParT can also be viewed as a graph neural network
on a fully-connected graph, in which each node corresponds
to a particle, and the interactions are the edge features.

Particle interaction features. While the ParT architecture
is designed to be able to process any kinds of pairwise in-

teraction features, for this paper we only consider a specific
scenario in which the interaction features are derived from
the energy-momentum 4-vector, p = (E, px, py, pz), of
each particle. This is the most general case for jet tagging,
as the particle 4-vectors are available in every jet tagging
task. Specifically, for a pair of particles a, b with 4-vectors
pa, pb, we calculate the following 4 features:

� =
p

(ya � yb)2 + (�a � �b)2,

kT = min(pT,a, pT,b)�,

z = min(pT,a, pT,b)/(pT,a + pT,b),

m2 = (Ea + Eb)
2

� kpa + pbk
2,

(3)

where yi is the rapidity, �i is the azimuthal angle, pT,i =
(p2x,i + p2y,i)

1/2 is the transverse momentum, and pi =
(px,i, py,i, pz,i) is the momentum 3-vector and k · k is the
norm, for i = a, b. Since these variables typically have
a long-tail distribution, we take the logarithm and use
(ln �, ln kT, ln z, ln m2) as the interaction features for each
particle pair. The choice of this set of features is motivated
by Dreyer & Qu (2021).

Particle attention block. A key component of ParT is the
particle attention block. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), the
particle attention block consists of two stages. The first
stage includes a multi-head attention (MHA) module with
a LayerNorm (LN) layer both before and afterwards. The
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• Point clouds as powerful 
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(Some) Current challenges
• Point clouds as powerful 

paradigm to represent data


• Additional structure in 
architecture boosts 
performance


• Over wide range: Best 
complexity/performance trade-
off by physics-informed models


• Overall highest performance 
reached via transfer learning

• “Calibration”: Domain 
adaptation between simulation 
and collider data


• Uncertainty aware training


• Interpretability
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2. Reconstruction
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Fig. 1: A conceptual overview of the machine-learned particle flow approach based
on tracks, hits and clusters on one simulated tt event.
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(a) The raw tracker, calorimeter and muon chamber hits, embedded in position space,
with the size of the marker proportional to the hit energy. (b) Tracking algorithms
reconstruct charged particle tracks from the tracker hits, shown with their extrapolated
trajectories. (c) The calorimeter hits are clustered to correspond better to individual
particles. (d) The machine-learned particle flow algorithm reconstructs charged and
neutral hadrons, photons, electrons and muons based on the tracks and clusters from
the previous step, shown with their extrapolated trajectories.

or computations that scale quadratically with the input size. Using charged particle
tracks and clusters of calorimeter energy deposits, we minimize a particle-based loss
function and monitor physics metrics that quantify event reconstruction performance
during training. We report the results of an extensive hyperparameter optimization
(HPO) of the GNN-based model performed using high performance computing (HPC)
resources. We then evaluate the model’s physics and computational performance, as
well as its portability and quantization compatibility.

We approach the challenge of high-fidelity full event reconstruction via particle
flow using two alternative scalable machine learning models: kernel-based transformers
and graph neural networks using locality-sensitive hashing. After a large-scale hyper-
parameter optimization, we find that the GNN-based model can reconstruct physics
events with a higher degree of fidelity compared to the rule-based baseline. At the
same time, its computational cost scales linearly with the size of the input event, which
is desirable for future deployment scenarios in high-granularity detectors. Moreover,
we demonstrate the portability of the model to several computational hardware pro-
cessors from Nvidia, AMD, and Intel Habana. The model can also be scaled naturally
to lower-level datasets consisting of raw detector hits, if tuned tracking or clustering

3

Reconstruction

Reconstruction 
maps low-level 
detector read-outs

to physical 
particles

(Which in-turn are the 
basis of higher-level 

interpretation) 
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Particle Flow
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Fig. 3 Functional overview of
the end-to-end trainable MLPF
setup with GNNs. The event is
represented as a set of detector
elements xi . The set is
transformed into a graph by the
graph building step, which is
implemented here using an
locality sensitive hashing (LSH)
approximation of kNN. The
graph nodes are then encoded
using a message passing step,
implemented using graph
convolutional nets. The encoded
elements are decoded to the
output feature vectors y j using
elementwise feedforward
networks

scalability (subquadratic time and memory scaling with the
input size) are desirable.

We build on the GravNet approach [37] by using an
approximate kNN graph construction algorithm based on
locality sensitive hashing (LSH) to improve the time com-
plexity of the graph building algorithm. The LSH approach
has been recently proposed [56] for approximating and thus
speeding up ML models that take into account element-to-
element relations using an optimizable n × n matrix known
as self-attention [57]. The method divides the input into bins
using a hash function, such that nearby elements are likely
to be assigned to the same bin. The bins contain only a small
number of elements, such that constructing a kNN graph in
the bin is significantly faster than for the full set of elements,
and thus not strongly affected by the quadratic scaling of the
kNN algorithm.

In the kNN+LSH approach, the n input elements xi are
projected into a dK -dimensional embedding space by a train-
able, elementwise feed-forward network FFN(xi |w) = zi ∈
RdK . As in Ref. [56], we now assign each element into
one of dB bins indexed by integers bi using h(zi ) = bi ∈
[1, . . . , dB], where h(x) is a hash function that assigns nearby
x to the same bin with a high probability. We define the
hash function as h(x) = arg max[x P;−x P] where [u; v]
denotes the concatenation of two vectors u and v and P is a
random projection matrix of size [dK , dB/2] drawn from the
normal distribution at initialization.

We now build dB kNN graphs based on the embedded
elements zi in each of the LSH bins, such that the full sparse
graph adjacency Ai j in the inputs set X is defined by the sum
of the subgraphs. The embedding function can be optimized

with backpropagation and gradient descent using the values
of the nonzero elements of Ai j . Overall, this graph build-
ing approach has O(n log n) time complexity and does not
require the allocation of an n2 matrix at any point. The LSH
step generates dB disjoint subgraphs in the full event graph.
This is motivated by physics, as we expect subregions of the
detector to be reconstructable approximately independently.
The existing PF algorithm in the CMS detector employs a
similar approach by producing disjoint PF blocks as an inter-
mediate step of the algorithm [11].

Having built the graph dynamically, we now use a variant
of message passing [20,22,58,59] to create hidden encoded
states G(xi , Ai j |w) = hi of the input elements taking into
account the graph structure. As a first baseline, we use a
variant of graph convolutional network (GCN) that combines
local and global node-level information [60–62]. This choice
is motivated by implementation and evaluation efficiency in
establishing a baseline. This message passing step is repre-
sented in Fig. 3 by the GCN block. Finally, we decode the
encoded nodes H = {hi } to the target outputs with an ele-
mentwise feed-forward network that combines the hidden
state with the original input element D(xi , hi |w) = y′

i using
a skip connection.

We have a joint graph building, but separate graph convo-
lution and decoding layers for the multi-classification and the
momentum and charge regression subtasks. This allows each
subtask to be retrained separately in addition to a combined
end-to-end training should the need arise. The classification
and regression losses are combined with constant empirical
weights such that they have an approximately equal con-
tribution to the full training loss. We use categorical cross-
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Fig. 3 Functional overview of
the end-to-end trainable MLPF
setup with GNNs. The event is
represented as a set of detector
elements xi . The set is
transformed into a graph by the
graph building step, which is
implemented here using an
locality sensitive hashing (LSH)
approximation of kNN. The
graph nodes are then encoded
using a message passing step,
implemented using graph
convolutional nets. The encoded
elements are decoded to the
output feature vectors y j using
elementwise feedforward
networks

scalability (subquadratic time and memory scaling with the
input size) are desirable.

We build on the GravNet approach [37] by using an
approximate kNN graph construction algorithm based on
locality sensitive hashing (LSH) to improve the time com-
plexity of the graph building algorithm. The LSH approach
has been recently proposed [56] for approximating and thus
speeding up ML models that take into account element-to-
element relations using an optimizable n × n matrix known
as self-attention [57]. The method divides the input into bins
using a hash function, such that nearby elements are likely
to be assigned to the same bin. The bins contain only a small
number of elements, such that constructing a kNN graph in
the bin is significantly faster than for the full set of elements,
and thus not strongly affected by the quadratic scaling of the
kNN algorithm.

In the kNN+LSH approach, the n input elements xi are
projected into a dK -dimensional embedding space by a train-
able, elementwise feed-forward network FFN(xi |w) = zi ∈
RdK . As in Ref. [56], we now assign each element into
one of dB bins indexed by integers bi using h(zi ) = bi ∈
[1, . . . , dB], where h(x) is a hash function that assigns nearby
x to the same bin with a high probability. We define the
hash function as h(x) = arg max[x P;−x P] where [u; v]
denotes the concatenation of two vectors u and v and P is a
random projection matrix of size [dK , dB/2] drawn from the
normal distribution at initialization.

We now build dB kNN graphs based on the embedded
elements zi in each of the LSH bins, such that the full sparse
graph adjacency Ai j in the inputs set X is defined by the sum
of the subgraphs. The embedding function can be optimized

with backpropagation and gradient descent using the values
of the nonzero elements of Ai j . Overall, this graph build-
ing approach has O(n log n) time complexity and does not
require the allocation of an n2 matrix at any point. The LSH
step generates dB disjoint subgraphs in the full event graph.
This is motivated by physics, as we expect subregions of the
detector to be reconstructable approximately independently.
The existing PF algorithm in the CMS detector employs a
similar approach by producing disjoint PF blocks as an inter-
mediate step of the algorithm [11].

Having built the graph dynamically, we now use a variant
of message passing [20,22,58,59] to create hidden encoded
states G(xi , Ai j |w) = hi of the input elements taking into
account the graph structure. As a first baseline, we use a
variant of graph convolutional network (GCN) that combines
local and global node-level information [60–62]. This choice
is motivated by implementation and evaluation efficiency in
establishing a baseline. This message passing step is repre-
sented in Fig. 3 by the GCN block. Finally, we decode the
encoded nodes H = {hi } to the target outputs with an ele-
mentwise feed-forward network that combines the hidden
state with the original input element D(xi , hi |w) = y′

i using
a skip connection.

We have a joint graph building, but separate graph convo-
lution and decoding layers for the multi-classification and the
momentum and charge regression subtasks. This allows each
subtask to be retrained separately in addition to a combined
end-to-end training should the need arise. The classification
and regression losses are combined with constant empirical
weights such that they have an approximately equal con-
tribution to the full training loss. We use categorical cross-
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Simulation is crucial to connect experimental 
data with theory predictions, but 

computationally very costly 
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Flow Matching Beyond Kinematics: Generating Jets with Particle-ID and
Trajectory Displacement Information
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In this paper, we introduce a method for e�ciently generating jets in the field of High Energy
Physics. Our model is designed to generate ten di↵erent types of jets, expanding the versatility of jet
generation techniques. Beyond the kinematic features of the jet constituents, our model also excels in
generating informative features that provide insight into the types of jet constituents, such as features
that indicate if a constituent is an electron or a photon, o↵ering a more comprehensive understanding
of the generated jets. Furthermore, our model incorporates valuable impact parameter information,
enhancing its potential utility in high-energy physics research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been considerable interest and
activity in generative modeling for jet constituents.
While showering and hadronization with standard
programs such as Pythia and Herwig is not a ma-
jor computational bottleneck at the LHC [1] what

about NLO generators?, generative modeling at
the jet constituent level still has potentially far-
reaching applications to anomaly detection [2] and
beyond. More generally it is also an interesting
laboratory for method development. In particular,
it has been fruitful and e↵ective to view the jet
constituents as a high-dimensional point cloud, and
to devise methods for point cloud generative mod-
els that incorporate permutation invariance. This
route has led to a number of state-of-the-art ap-
proaches, recently explored in [3–11], that combine
di↵erent permutation-invariant layers such as trans-
formers [12] and the EPiC layer [4], with state-of-
the-art generative modeling frameworks such as dif-
fusion [13–17] and flow-matching [18–21]. Successful
models developed for jet point clouds can also po-
tentially be adapted to other important point cloud
generative modeling problems such as for fast emu-
lation of GEANT4 calorimeter showers [9, 11].
So far this activity has focused almost exclusively

on the JetNet dataset of [22, 23]. Originally gener-
ated by [24], this dataset was subsequently adopted
in the works of [3] as a useful benchmark dataset
for jet generative modeling. However, the JetNet
dataset has a number of drawbacks that are readily
becoming apparent. First and foremost is the size –
since it is limited in size, there are not enough jets
in JetNet to facilitate the training of state-of-the-art
generative models as well as metrics such as the bi-
nary classifier metric which require additional train-
ing data. Second, JetNet uses small-radius (R = 0.4)
jets, despite saying otherwise in their papers. This

⇤
joschka.birk@uni-hamburg.de

FIG. 1: Schematic overview of the di↵erent jet con-
stituent features available in the JetClass dataset.
The horizontal line at the bottom represents the
beam axis and the circle on this line represents the
primary vertex (PV).

can lead to the problem that the decay products are
not fully contained in the jet, which can be seen e.g.
in distributions such as the jet mass for top quarks,
where there is a prominent secondary mass peak.
Finally, JetNet focuses solely on the kinematics of
the jet constituents, whereas there is a wealth of ad-
ditional information inside the jets that could also
be modeled, such as trajectory displacement, charge,
and particle ID as illustrated in Figure 1.

In this work, we introduce the first jet cloud
modeling on the much larger dataset of JetClass.
Other than demonstrating that existing techniques
scale well to this new dataset, we also tackle new
challenges introduced by the JetClass dataset, in-
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Fixed grid — i.e. 3D voxel images:

Pro: Standard generative models work 
Con: Mostly empty, scales badly


Fixed Grid

L2LF����, we show the absolute relative deviation to G����4 for both generative networks per
voxel:

L2LF����relative
8, 9 :=

���L2LF����overlay
8, 9 � G����4overlay

8, 9

���
G����4overlay

8, 9

, (4.1)

BIB-AErelative
8, 9 :=

���BIB-AEoverlay
8, 9 � G����4overlay

8, 9

���
G����4overlay

8, 9

, (4.2)

where 8 and 9 denote voxel positions. We observe that in general the generative models capture the
overlay quite well, with L2LF���� having smaller deviations from G����4 than the BIB-AE.

To compare the performance of the generative models in more detail, we start by looking at
the showers on the voxel level. Figure 5 shows the distributions of voxel energies as well as the
sparsity, i.e. the number of non-zero voxels per shower. One characteristic that repeats itself in
several histograms is that the BIB-AE is not capable of capturing the full G����4 distribution,
which can e.g. be seen in the sparsity plot. L2LF���� is much better in this regard. Further, the
energy deposited around the energy of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) in the voxel distribution
is better modeled by L2LF���� in comparison to the BIB-AE, which slightly overshoots it. While
L2LF���� does not learn the G����4 distribution perfectly, it learns the distributions much better
than the BIB-AE.

For ⇢inc 2 {20, 80} GeV, Fig. 6 shows the energy profiles in G-, H- and I-direction. As can be
seen, the larger the incident energy ⇢inc, the more the maximum in the energy profiles shifts to later
layers, which both the BIB-AE and L2LF���� are able to learn. Deviations for both simulators
mainly exist in a few initial and final layers.

The distributions in Fig. 7 show the total energy depositions (⇢depos :=
Õ

8 ⇢8), both for
continuous incident energies uniformly distributed in [10, 100] GeV (left) and for discrete incident
energies ⇢inc 2 {20, 50, 80} GeV (right). In both of these distributions we observe that L2LF����
is much closer to the G����4 distribution than the BIB-AE.

Figure 8 shows the linearity5 (and its relative deviation to G����4) as well as the width (again
with its relative deviation).6 For the linearity, the relative deviation is for the BIB-AE maximally

5This does not correspond to the actual calorimeter linearity or resolution, as the increased thickness of the last 10
ECal layers is not calibrated for. It is, however, still a vital means for determining the performance of the generative
approaches.

6The linearity `90 is defined as the mean deposited energy over the ECal for discrete ⇢inc of a 90% subset of the
samples that have the smallest range. The width d90 is defined as d90 := `90/f90, where f90 is the standard deviation
of the 90% subset of the energy deposition samples that have the smallest range.

Figure 3: BIB-AE–generated shower (left), G����4 test shower (middle) and L2LF����-generated
shower (right). The black arrow indicates the (hypothetical) direction of an incoming particle.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the ������ �����. As mentioned in the main text, NF 0 does not make
use of an embedding network for the conditioning. The postprocessing is explained in detail in
App. B.

NF 8 Context features Context shape
0 ⇢0, ⇢inc [# , 2]
1 I0, ⇢1, ⇢inc [# , 102]
2 I0, I1, ⇢2, ⇢inc [# , 202]
3 I0, I1, I2, ⇢3, ⇢inc [# , 302]
4 I0, I1, I2, I3, ⇢4, ⇢inc [# , 402]
� 5 I8�5, I8�4, I8�3, I8�2, I8�1, ⇢8 , ⇢inc [# , 502]

Table 1: For the conditioning on the previous 5 ECal layers, i.e. =cond = 5, this table shows the
context features each NF gets and their shape before being fed into an embedding network. Here,
# denotes the batch size used during training or sampling.

modified to operate on the photon showers with shape 30 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 10 by retraining it. The BIB-
AE consists of an encoder and a decoder pair, which is trained using a set of adversarial critics.
The BIB-AE generation process employs an additional post-processing step and a Kernel-Density-
Estimation–based latent sampling, as described in Ref. [18]. The BIB-AE model and PostProcessor
model have a combined total of 9.3M parameters, while the critics used to train them have an
additional 3.7M parameters.

4.1 Distributions

Figure 3 shows a single test shower of G����4 as well as a generated shower from the BIB-AE
and L2LF���� each. All single showers have an incident energy ⇢inc ⇡ 50 GeV. We see that the
individual shower from L2LF���� looks reasonable, with a broadly realistic morphology of voxels
and energy depositions.

Figure 4 shows the overlay of 95k showers, i.e. the mean of the voxel energies of 95k showers.
In order to create two-dimensional plots, the voxel energies are summed over the I-, G- or H-axis.
For G����4, the 95k test showers are used. To highlight potential differences for the BIB-AE and
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We use generative models as surrogates to 
speed-up calorimeter shower simulations.


We advance these models in three major directions:
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Figure 5: Left: Histogram of the cell energies. Right: Num-
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90 GeV. The bottom panel provides the ratio to GEANT4.
Figures taken from Ref. [39].

Finally, we distill this model into132

CALOCLOUDS II (CM), a consis-133

tency model (CM) [50] allowing for134

single shot generation without loss135

in fidelity. The diffusion model ar-136

chitecture uses weight sharing among137

all points, hence it samples all points138

independently and identically dis-139

tributed (i.i.d.) with respect to the140

global conditioning. Due to the141

computational efficiency of CALO-142

CLOUDS and the linear scaling of the143

computing cost with the point cloud144

size, the models can be applied to145

point clouds with a higher granularity146

than the actual physical sensors. This147

way, the models become largely cell148

geometry-independent, and showers149

can be projected into any part of the150

detector (except changing its depth)151

with minimal artifacts. We generated such a dataset with GEANT4 using photon showers with152

energies between 10 and 90 GeV. The dataset contains point clouds with up to 6,000 points per153

shower — noticeably higher than the number of cell hits (< 1, 500).154

Table 1: Comparison of the computational perfor-
mance of CALOCLOUDS, CALOCLOUDS II, and CALO-
CLOUDS II (CM) to the baseline GEANT4 simulator on
a single CPU core. The number of function evaluations
(NFE) indicate the number of diffusion model passes.
Table adapted from Ref. [39].

Simulator NFE Time / Shower [ms] Speed-up

GEANT4 3914.80 ± 74.09 ⇥1

CALOCLOUDS 100 3146.71 ± 31.66 ⇥1.2
CALOCLOUDS II 25 651.68 ± 4.21 ⇥6.0
CALOCLOUDS II (CM) 1 84.35 ± 0.22 ⇥46

We compare the generative fidelity of the155

CALOCLOUDS variants to GEANT4 with156

various cell-level and shower-level observ-157

ables after projecting the point cloud to the158

real ILD ECAL geometry with 30 layers159

each containing 30⇥30 cells. Fig. 5 shows160

the cell energy distribution for the full en-161

ergy spectrum and the number of hits (non-162

zero cells) for single energy showers. Over-163

all, both CALOCLOUDS II models improve164

upon CALOCLOUDS and reach a high fi-165

delity compared to GEANT4.166

In Tab. 1 we benchmark the speed-up of the167

CALOCLOUDS models over the GEANT4168

simulation. For a fair comparison the per-169

formance is compared on the same single CPU core, as GEANT4 does not support GPUs, and CPUs170

are cheaper and more widely available. Using consistency distllation, the CALOCLOUDS II (CM)171

model is able to generate photon showers 46⇥ faster than GEANT4. A comparison to the BIB-AE172

and L2LFLOWS models is not performed as the data structures are too different to allow for a fair173

compairson. More details on the CALOCLOUDS models can be found in Refs. [35, 39].174

5 Conclusion175

We have shown recent advances on three different frontiers in the generative modelling of calorimeter176

showers. Eventually we envision a model that combines all three: flexible conditional sampling,177

high fidelity, and computational efficiency. For the already established models, further fidelity and178

timing studies with common benchmark metrics datasets with the same dimensionalities should179

be performed. A valuable comparison is currently undertaken in form of the Fast Calorimeter180

Challenge [51]. Beyond photon showers, we plan to explore the generative modelling of hadronic181

showers, which are more challenging to model due to their more complex shower topology. For182

CALOCLOUDS this will likely necessitate a more complex model architecture taking inter-point183

correlations during sampling into account, e.g. by using linearly scalable EPiC layers [46] introduced184

for particle jet modelling. Finally, ongoing efforts are made to include the generative models as a185

drop-in replacement for parts the full GEANT4 simulation pipeline.186
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Figure 1: Illustration of the training and sampling procedure of the

CaloClouds II model. When sampling with CaloClouds II (CM) only one

denoising step is performed.

of points Nuncal,G4 to the number of cell hits Ncell,G4 of the Geant4 showers

and pgen is a fit of the ratio of number of cell hits Ncell, gen to the (uncalibrated)

number of points Nuncal, gen of a given model. Hence, this polynomial fit pgen is

performed for each model separately. More details on the model components and

the calibrations can be found in Ref [40]. A schematic overview of the training

and sampling procedure is shown in Fig. 1.

In the following Sec. 3.1 we describe the continuous time di↵usion paradigm

implemented in the CaloClouds II model and in Sec. 3.2 we outline its

distillation into a consistency model, referred to as CaloClouds II (CM). Both

models use the same model components outlined above. Details on the training

and sampling hyperparameters are outlined in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Di↵usion Model

The di↵usion model [34] used in the CaloClouds model is a Denoising Di↵usion

Probabilistic Model (DDPM) with the same discrete time steps during model

training and sampling [37,85]. Since the introduction of DDPM, subsequent works,

i.e. Refs. [38,67,86], have shown that it is advantageous to train a di↵usion model

with continuous time conditioning. This allows for a more flexible sampling regime

for which various SDE and ODE solvers with either a fixed or an adaptive number

of solving steps can be applied.

In the following, we outline the key parts of a di↵usion model based on the

paradigm outlined in Ref. [67]. The training of a di↵usion model starts by di↵using
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Figure 3: Histogram of the cell energies (left), radial shower profile (center), and

longitudinal shower profile (right) for Geant4, CaloClouds, CaloClouds II,

and CaloClouds II (CM). In the cell energy distribution, the region below

0.1 MeV is grayed out (see main text for details). All distributions are calculated

with 40,000 events sampled with a uniform distribution of incident particle energies

between 10 and 90 GeV. The bottom panel provides the ratio to Geant4. Values

outside the range are indicated by small triangles.

4.1. Physics Performance

In this Section, we compare various calorimeter shower distributions from Ref. [40]

between the Geant4 test set and datasets generated using CaloClouds,

CaloClouds II, and CaloClouds II (CM). First, we compare various cell-level

and shower observables calculated from the model generated showers to Geant4

simulations with samples of incident photons with energies uniformly distributed

between 10 and 90 GeV (also referred to as full spectrum). In Fig. 3 we investigate

three representations of the energy distributed in the calorimeter cells, namely

the per-cell energy distribution (left), the radial shower profile (center) and the

longitudinal shower profile (right). The per-cell energy distribution contains the

energy of the cells of all showers in the test dataset. The peak of the distribution at

about 0.2 MeV corresponds to the most probable energy deposition of a minimum

ionising particle (MIP) in the silicon sensor. For downstream analyses a cell energy

cut at half a MIP is applied, since below this threshold the sensor response is

indistinguishable from electronic noise. Hence this cut was applied to all showers

when calculating the shower observables and scores in this section. All models

Ultra-Fast Geometry-Independent Highly-Granular Calorimeter Simulation 20

Hardware Simulator NFE Batch Size Time / Shower [ms] Speed-up

CPU Geant4 3914.80 ± 74.09 ⇥1

CaloClouds 100 1 3146.71 ± 31.66 ⇥1.2

CaloClouds II 25 1 651.68 ± 4.21 ⇥6.0

CaloClouds II (CM) 1 1 84.35 ± 0.22 ⇥46

GPU CaloClouds 100 64 24.91 ± 0.72 ⇥157

CaloClouds II 25 64 6.12 ± 0.13 ⇥640

CaloClouds II (CM) 1 64 2.09 ± 0.13 ⇥1873

Table 3: Comparison of the computational performance of CaloClouds,

CaloClouds II, and CaloClouds II (CM) to the baseline Geant4 simulator

on a single core of an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2640 v4 (CPU) and on an NVIDIA®

A100 with 40 GB of memory (GPU). 2,000 showers were generated with incident

energy uniformly distributed between 10 and 90 GeV. Values presented are the

means and standard deviations over 10 runs. The number of function evaluations

(NFE) indicate the number of di↵usion model passes.

On GPU the CaloClouds model achieves a speed up of 157⇥,

CaloClouds II achieves 640⇥, and CaloClouds II (CM) achieves 1873⇥

speed up over the baseline Geant4 simulation on a single CPU. Note that

Geant4 is currently not compatible with GPUs and that GPUs are significantly

more expensive than CPUs.

For reference, the training of the CaloClouds model on similar NVIDIA®

A100 GPU hardware took around 80 hours for 800k iterations with a batch size

of 128, while training of the CaloClouds II model took around 50 hours for

2 million iterations with the same batch size. The consistency distillation for 1

million iterations with a batch size of 256 took about 100 hours.

The speed up between CaloClouds and CaloClouds II is the result of

a combination of the improved di↵usion paradigm requiring a reduced number of

function evaluations as well as the removal of the latent flow. The speed up due to

the consistency model in CaloClouds II (CM) yields another large factor, since

only a single model evaluation is performed. Both models would be slightly slower

when applied in conjunction with the Latent Flow of the CaloClouds model as
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4. Unfolding



2

prior spectrum t(0)j = Pr0(truth is j), IBU proceeds iter-
atively according to the equation:

t(n)
j =

X

i

Prn�1(truth is j | measure i) Pr(measure i)

=
X

i

Rijt
(n�1)
j

P
k Rikt(n�1)

k

⇥ mi, (2)

where n is the iteration number.
OmniFold uses machine learning to generalize Eq. (2)

to the unbinned, full phase space. A key concept for this
approach is the likelihood ratio:

L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) =
p(w,X)(x)

p(w0,X0)(x)
, (3)

where p(w,X) is the probability density of x estimated
from empirical weights w and samples X. The function
L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) can be approximated using a clas-
sifier trained to distinguish (w, X) from (w0, X 0). This
property has been successfully exploited using neural net-
works for full phase-space Monte Carlo reweighting and
parameter estimation [18, 22–26]. Here, we use neural
network classifiers to iteratively reweight the particle-
and detector-level Monte Carlo weights, resulting in an
unfolding procedure.

The OmniFold technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. In-
tuitively, synthetic detector-level events (“simulation”)
are reweighted to match experimental data (“data”), and
then the reweighted synthetic events, now evaluated at
particle-level (“generation”), are further reweighted to
estimate the true particle-level information (“truth”).
The starting point is a synthetic Monte Carlo dataset
composed of pairs (t, m), where each particle-level event
t is pushed through the detector simulation to obtain a
detector-level event m. Particle-level events have initial
weights ⌫0(t), and when t is pushed to m, these become
detector-level weights ⌫push

0 (m) = ⌫0(t). OmniFold it-
erates the following steps:

1. !n(m) = ⌫push
n�1 (m) L[(1, Data), (⌫push

n�1 , Sim.)](m),

2. ⌫n(t) = ⌫n�1(t) L[(!pull
n , Gen.), (⌫n�1, Gen.)](t).

The first step yields new detector-level weights !n(m),
which are pulled back to particle-level weights !pull

n (t) =
!n(m) using the same synthetic pairs (t, m). Note that
⌫push and !pull are not, strictly speaking, functions be-
cause of the multi-valued nature of the detector simula-
tion. The second step ensures that ⌫n is a valid weighting
function of the particle-level quantities.

Assuming ⌫0(t) = 1, in the first iteration Step 1 learns
!1(m) = pData(m)/pSim.(m), which is pulled back to the
particle-level weights !pull

1 (t). Step 2 simply converts

the per-instance weights !pull
1 (t) to a valid particle-level

weighting function ⌫1(t). After one iteration, the new
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FIG. 1. An illustration of OmniFold, applied to a set of syn-
thetic and natural data. As a first step, starting from prior
weights ⌫0, the detector-level synthetic data (“simulation”) is
reweighted to match the detector-level natural data (simply
“data”). These weights !1 are pulled back to induce weights
on the particle-level synthetic data (“generation”). As a sec-
ond step, the initial generation is reweighted to match the new
weighted generation. The resulting weights ⌫1 are pushed for-
ward to induce a new simulation, and the process is iterated.

induced truth is:

⌫1(t) pGen.(t) =

Z
dm0 pGen.|Sim.(t|m0) pData(m

0). (4)

This is a continuous version of IBU from Eq. (2), where
the sum has been promoted to a full phase-space inte-
gral. In fact, OmniFold (and IBU) are iterative strate-
gies that converge to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the true particle-level distribution [27–31], which we
discuss in detail in the Appendix. After n iterations, the
unfolded distribution is:

p(n)
unfolded(t) = ⌫n(t) pGen.(t). (5)

The unfolded result can be presented either as a set of
generated events {t} with weights {⌫n(t)} (and uncer-
tainties) or, more compactly, as the learned weighting
function ⌫n and instructions for sampling from pGen..

To demonstrate the versatility and power of Omni-
Fold, we perform a proof-of-concept study relevant for
the LHC. Specifically, we unfold the full radiation pat-
tern (i.e. full phase space) of jets, which are collimated
sprays of particles arising from the fragmentation and
hadronization of high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets
are an ideal environment in which to benchmark unfold-
ing techniques, since detector e↵ects often account for
a significant portion of the experimental measurement
uncertainties for many jet substructure observables [32].
With the radiation pattern unfolded, one can obtain the
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prior spectrum t(0)j = Pr0(truth is j), IBU proceeds iter-
atively according to the equation:

t(n)
j =

X

i

Prn�1(truth is j | measure i) Pr(measure i)

=
X

i

Rijt
(n�1)
j

P
k Rikt(n�1)

k

⇥ mi, (2)

where n is the iteration number.
OmniFold uses machine learning to generalize Eq. (2)

to the unbinned, full phase space. A key concept for this
approach is the likelihood ratio:

L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) =
p(w,X)(x)

p(w0,X0)(x)
, (3)

where p(w,X) is the probability density of x estimated
from empirical weights w and samples X. The function
L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) can be approximated using a clas-
sifier trained to distinguish (w, X) from (w0, X 0). This
property has been successfully exploited using neural net-
works for full phase-space Monte Carlo reweighting and
parameter estimation [18, 22–26]. Here, we use neural
network classifiers to iteratively reweight the particle-
and detector-level Monte Carlo weights, resulting in an
unfolding procedure.

The OmniFold technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. In-
tuitively, synthetic detector-level events (“simulation”)
are reweighted to match experimental data (“data”), and
then the reweighted synthetic events, now evaluated at
particle-level (“generation”), are further reweighted to
estimate the true particle-level information (“truth”).
The starting point is a synthetic Monte Carlo dataset
composed of pairs (t, m), where each particle-level event
t is pushed through the detector simulation to obtain a
detector-level event m. Particle-level events have initial
weights ⌫0(t), and when t is pushed to m, these become
detector-level weights ⌫push

0 (m) = ⌫0(t). OmniFold it-
erates the following steps:

1. !n(m) = ⌫push
n�1 (m) L[(1, Data), (⌫push

n�1 , Sim.)](m),

2. ⌫n(t) = ⌫n�1(t) L[(!pull
n , Gen.), (⌫n�1, Gen.)](t).

The first step yields new detector-level weights !n(m),
which are pulled back to particle-level weights !pull

n (t) =
!n(m) using the same synthetic pairs (t, m). Note that
⌫push and !pull are not, strictly speaking, functions be-
cause of the multi-valued nature of the detector simula-
tion. The second step ensures that ⌫n is a valid weighting
function of the particle-level quantities.

Assuming ⌫0(t) = 1, in the first iteration Step 1 learns
!1(m) = pData(m)/pSim.(m), which is pulled back to the
particle-level weights !pull

1 (t). Step 2 simply converts

the per-instance weights !pull
1 (t) to a valid particle-level

weighting function ⌫1(t). After one iteration, the new
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FIG. 1. An illustration of OmniFold, applied to a set of syn-
thetic and natural data. As a first step, starting from prior
weights ⌫0, the detector-level synthetic data (“simulation”) is
reweighted to match the detector-level natural data (simply
“data”). These weights !1 are pulled back to induce weights
on the particle-level synthetic data (“generation”). As a sec-
ond step, the initial generation is reweighted to match the new
weighted generation. The resulting weights ⌫1 are pushed for-
ward to induce a new simulation, and the process is iterated.

induced truth is:

⌫1(t) pGen.(t) =

Z
dm0 pGen.|Sim.(t|m0) pData(m

0). (4)

This is a continuous version of IBU from Eq. (2), where
the sum has been promoted to a full phase-space inte-
gral. In fact, OmniFold (and IBU) are iterative strate-
gies that converge to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the true particle-level distribution [27–31], which we
discuss in detail in the Appendix. After n iterations, the
unfolded distribution is:

p(n)
unfolded(t) = ⌫n(t) pGen.(t). (5)

The unfolded result can be presented either as a set of
generated events {t} with weights {⌫n(t)} (and uncer-
tainties) or, more compactly, as the learned weighting
function ⌫n and instructions for sampling from pGen..

To demonstrate the versatility and power of Omni-
Fold, we perform a proof-of-concept study relevant for
the LHC. Specifically, we unfold the full radiation pat-
tern (i.e. full phase space) of jets, which are collimated
sprays of particles arising from the fragmentation and
hadronization of high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets
are an ideal environment in which to benchmark unfold-
ing techniques, since detector e↵ects often account for
a significant portion of the experimental measurement
uncertainties for many jet substructure observables [32].
With the radiation pattern unfolded, one can obtain the
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prior spectrum t(0)j = Pr0(truth is j), IBU proceeds iter-
atively according to the equation:

t(n)
j =

X

i

Prn�1(truth is j | measure i) Pr(measure i)

=
X

i

Rijt
(n�1)
j

P
k Rikt(n�1)

k

⇥ mi, (2)

where n is the iteration number.
OmniFold uses machine learning to generalize Eq. (2)

to the unbinned, full phase space. A key concept for this
approach is the likelihood ratio:

L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) =
p(w,X)(x)

p(w0,X0)(x)
, (3)

where p(w,X) is the probability density of x estimated
from empirical weights w and samples X. The function
L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) can be approximated using a clas-
sifier trained to distinguish (w, X) from (w0, X 0). This
property has been successfully exploited using neural net-
works for full phase-space Monte Carlo reweighting and
parameter estimation [18, 22–26]. Here, we use neural
network classifiers to iteratively reweight the particle-
and detector-level Monte Carlo weights, resulting in an
unfolding procedure.

The OmniFold technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. In-
tuitively, synthetic detector-level events (“simulation”)
are reweighted to match experimental data (“data”), and
then the reweighted synthetic events, now evaluated at
particle-level (“generation”), are further reweighted to
estimate the true particle-level information (“truth”).
The starting point is a synthetic Monte Carlo dataset
composed of pairs (t, m), where each particle-level event
t is pushed through the detector simulation to obtain a
detector-level event m. Particle-level events have initial
weights ⌫0(t), and when t is pushed to m, these become
detector-level weights ⌫push

0 (m) = ⌫0(t). OmniFold it-
erates the following steps:

1. !n(m) = ⌫push
n�1 (m) L[(1, Data), (⌫push

n�1 , Sim.)](m),

2. ⌫n(t) = ⌫n�1(t) L[(!pull
n , Gen.), (⌫n�1, Gen.)](t).

The first step yields new detector-level weights !n(m),
which are pulled back to particle-level weights !pull

n (t) =
!n(m) using the same synthetic pairs (t, m). Note that
⌫push and !pull are not, strictly speaking, functions be-
cause of the multi-valued nature of the detector simula-
tion. The second step ensures that ⌫n is a valid weighting
function of the particle-level quantities.

Assuming ⌫0(t) = 1, in the first iteration Step 1 learns
!1(m) = pData(m)/pSim.(m), which is pulled back to the
particle-level weights !pull

1 (t). Step 2 simply converts

the per-instance weights !pull
1 (t) to a valid particle-level

weighting function ⌫1(t). After one iteration, the new
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FIG. 1. An illustration of OmniFold, applied to a set of syn-
thetic and natural data. As a first step, starting from prior
weights ⌫0, the detector-level synthetic data (“simulation”) is
reweighted to match the detector-level natural data (simply
“data”). These weights !1 are pulled back to induce weights
on the particle-level synthetic data (“generation”). As a sec-
ond step, the initial generation is reweighted to match the new
weighted generation. The resulting weights ⌫1 are pushed for-
ward to induce a new simulation, and the process is iterated.

induced truth is:

⌫1(t) pGen.(t) =

Z
dm0 pGen.|Sim.(t|m0) pData(m

0). (4)

This is a continuous version of IBU from Eq. (2), where
the sum has been promoted to a full phase-space inte-
gral. In fact, OmniFold (and IBU) are iterative strate-
gies that converge to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the true particle-level distribution [27–31], which we
discuss in detail in the Appendix. After n iterations, the
unfolded distribution is:

p(n)
unfolded(t) = ⌫n(t) pGen.(t). (5)

The unfolded result can be presented either as a set of
generated events {t} with weights {⌫n(t)} (and uncer-
tainties) or, more compactly, as the learned weighting
function ⌫n and instructions for sampling from pGen..

To demonstrate the versatility and power of Omni-
Fold, we perform a proof-of-concept study relevant for
the LHC. Specifically, we unfold the full radiation pat-
tern (i.e. full phase space) of jets, which are collimated
sprays of particles arising from the fragmentation and
hadronization of high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets
are an ideal environment in which to benchmark unfold-
ing techniques, since detector e↵ects often account for
a significant portion of the experimental measurement
uncertainties for many jet substructure observables [32].
With the radiation pattern unfolded, one can obtain the
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prior spectrum t(0)j = Pr0(truth is j), IBU proceeds iter-
atively according to the equation:

t(n)
j =

X

i

Prn�1(truth is j | measure i) Pr(measure i)

=
X

i

Rijt
(n�1)
j

P
k Rikt(n�1)

k

⇥ mi, (2)

where n is the iteration number.
OmniFold uses machine learning to generalize Eq. (2)

to the unbinned, full phase space. A key concept for this
approach is the likelihood ratio:

L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) =
p(w,X)(x)

p(w0,X0)(x)
, (3)

where p(w,X) is the probability density of x estimated
from empirical weights w and samples X. The function
L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) can be approximated using a clas-
sifier trained to distinguish (w, X) from (w0, X 0). This
property has been successfully exploited using neural net-
works for full phase-space Monte Carlo reweighting and
parameter estimation [18, 22–26]. Here, we use neural
network classifiers to iteratively reweight the particle-
and detector-level Monte Carlo weights, resulting in an
unfolding procedure.

The OmniFold technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. In-
tuitively, synthetic detector-level events (“simulation”)
are reweighted to match experimental data (“data”), and
then the reweighted synthetic events, now evaluated at
particle-level (“generation”), are further reweighted to
estimate the true particle-level information (“truth”).
The starting point is a synthetic Monte Carlo dataset
composed of pairs (t, m), where each particle-level event
t is pushed through the detector simulation to obtain a
detector-level event m. Particle-level events have initial
weights ⌫0(t), and when t is pushed to m, these become
detector-level weights ⌫push

0 (m) = ⌫0(t). OmniFold it-
erates the following steps:

1. !n(m) = ⌫push
n�1 (m) L[(1, Data), (⌫push

n�1 , Sim.)](m),

2. ⌫n(t) = ⌫n�1(t) L[(!pull
n , Gen.), (⌫n�1, Gen.)](t).

The first step yields new detector-level weights !n(m),
which are pulled back to particle-level weights !pull

n (t) =
!n(m) using the same synthetic pairs (t, m). Note that
⌫push and !pull are not, strictly speaking, functions be-
cause of the multi-valued nature of the detector simula-
tion. The second step ensures that ⌫n is a valid weighting
function of the particle-level quantities.

Assuming ⌫0(t) = 1, in the first iteration Step 1 learns
!1(m) = pData(m)/pSim.(m), which is pulled back to the
particle-level weights !pull

1 (t). Step 2 simply converts

the per-instance weights !pull
1 (t) to a valid particle-level

weighting function ⌫1(t). After one iteration, the new
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FIG. 1. An illustration of OmniFold, applied to a set of syn-
thetic and natural data. As a first step, starting from prior
weights ⌫0, the detector-level synthetic data (“simulation”) is
reweighted to match the detector-level natural data (simply
“data”). These weights !1 are pulled back to induce weights
on the particle-level synthetic data (“generation”). As a sec-
ond step, the initial generation is reweighted to match the new
weighted generation. The resulting weights ⌫1 are pushed for-
ward to induce a new simulation, and the process is iterated.

induced truth is:

⌫1(t) pGen.(t) =

Z
dm0 pGen.|Sim.(t|m0) pData(m

0). (4)

This is a continuous version of IBU from Eq. (2), where
the sum has been promoted to a full phase-space inte-
gral. In fact, OmniFold (and IBU) are iterative strate-
gies that converge to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the true particle-level distribution [27–31], which we
discuss in detail in the Appendix. After n iterations, the
unfolded distribution is:

p(n)
unfolded(t) = ⌫n(t) pGen.(t). (5)

The unfolded result can be presented either as a set of
generated events {t} with weights {⌫n(t)} (and uncer-
tainties) or, more compactly, as the learned weighting
function ⌫n and instructions for sampling from pGen..

To demonstrate the versatility and power of Omni-
Fold, we perform a proof-of-concept study relevant for
the LHC. Specifically, we unfold the full radiation pat-
tern (i.e. full phase space) of jets, which are collimated
sprays of particles arising from the fragmentation and
hadronization of high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets
are an ideal environment in which to benchmark unfold-
ing techniques, since detector e↵ects often account for
a significant portion of the experimental measurement
uncertainties for many jet substructure observables [32].
With the radiation pattern unfolded, one can obtain the
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prior spectrum t(0)j = Pr0(truth is j), IBU proceeds iter-
atively according to the equation:

t(n)
j =

X

i

Prn�1(truth is j | measure i) Pr(measure i)

=
X

i

Rijt
(n�1)
j

P
k Rikt(n�1)

k

⇥ mi, (2)

where n is the iteration number.
OmniFold uses machine learning to generalize Eq. (2)

to the unbinned, full phase space. A key concept for this
approach is the likelihood ratio:

L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) =
p(w,X)(x)

p(w0,X0)(x)
, (3)

where p(w,X) is the probability density of x estimated
from empirical weights w and samples X. The function
L[(w, X), (w0, X 0)](x) can be approximated using a clas-
sifier trained to distinguish (w, X) from (w0, X 0). This
property has been successfully exploited using neural net-
works for full phase-space Monte Carlo reweighting and
parameter estimation [18, 22–26]. Here, we use neural
network classifiers to iteratively reweight the particle-
and detector-level Monte Carlo weights, resulting in an
unfolding procedure.

The OmniFold technique is illustrated in Fig. 1. In-
tuitively, synthetic detector-level events (“simulation”)
are reweighted to match experimental data (“data”), and
then the reweighted synthetic events, now evaluated at
particle-level (“generation”), are further reweighted to
estimate the true particle-level information (“truth”).
The starting point is a synthetic Monte Carlo dataset
composed of pairs (t, m), where each particle-level event
t is pushed through the detector simulation to obtain a
detector-level event m. Particle-level events have initial
weights ⌫0(t), and when t is pushed to m, these become
detector-level weights ⌫push

0 (m) = ⌫0(t). OmniFold it-
erates the following steps:

1. !n(m) = ⌫push
n�1 (m) L[(1, Data), (⌫push

n�1 , Sim.)](m),

2. ⌫n(t) = ⌫n�1(t) L[(!pull
n , Gen.), (⌫n�1, Gen.)](t).

The first step yields new detector-level weights !n(m),
which are pulled back to particle-level weights !pull

n (t) =
!n(m) using the same synthetic pairs (t, m). Note that
⌫push and !pull are not, strictly speaking, functions be-
cause of the multi-valued nature of the detector simula-
tion. The second step ensures that ⌫n is a valid weighting
function of the particle-level quantities.

Assuming ⌫0(t) = 1, in the first iteration Step 1 learns
!1(m) = pData(m)/pSim.(m), which is pulled back to the
particle-level weights !pull

1 (t). Step 2 simply converts

the per-instance weights !pull
1 (t) to a valid particle-level

weighting function ⌫1(t). After one iteration, the new
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FIG. 1. An illustration of OmniFold, applied to a set of syn-
thetic and natural data. As a first step, starting from prior
weights ⌫0, the detector-level synthetic data (“simulation”) is
reweighted to match the detector-level natural data (simply
“data”). These weights !1 are pulled back to induce weights
on the particle-level synthetic data (“generation”). As a sec-
ond step, the initial generation is reweighted to match the new
weighted generation. The resulting weights ⌫1 are pushed for-
ward to induce a new simulation, and the process is iterated.

induced truth is:

⌫1(t) pGen.(t) =

Z
dm0 pGen.|Sim.(t|m0) pData(m

0). (4)

This is a continuous version of IBU from Eq. (2), where
the sum has been promoted to a full phase-space inte-
gral. In fact, OmniFold (and IBU) are iterative strate-
gies that converge to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the true particle-level distribution [27–31], which we
discuss in detail in the Appendix. After n iterations, the
unfolded distribution is:

p(n)
unfolded(t) = ⌫n(t) pGen.(t). (5)

The unfolded result can be presented either as a set of
generated events {t} with weights {⌫n(t)} (and uncer-
tainties) or, more compactly, as the learned weighting
function ⌫n and instructions for sampling from pGen..

To demonstrate the versatility and power of Omni-
Fold, we perform a proof-of-concept study relevant for
the LHC. Specifically, we unfold the full radiation pat-
tern (i.e. full phase space) of jets, which are collimated
sprays of particles arising from the fragmentation and
hadronization of high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets
are an ideal environment in which to benchmark unfold-
ing techniques, since detector e↵ects often account for
a significant portion of the experimental measurement
uncertainties for many jet substructure observables [32].
With the radiation pattern unfolded, one can obtain the
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order (NNLO) accuracy in QCD (up to O(↵2
s)) was obtained with the Poldis code [121, 122], which is based on the

Projection to Born Method [123]. These calculations are multiplied by hadronization corrections that are obtained with
Pythia 8.3 [124, 125] using its default set of parameters. These corrections are smaller than 10% for most kinematic
intervals and are consistent with corrections derived by an alternative generator, Herwig 7.2 [126, 127], using its
default parameters. The uncertainty of the calculations is given by the variation the factorization and renormalization
scale Q2 by a factor of two [121, 122] as well as NLOPDF4LHC15 variations [128].

The TMD calculation uses the framework developed in Refs. [33, 34] using the same jet radius and algorithm used in
this work3. The inputs are TMD PDFs and soft functions derived in Ref. [129], which were extracted from an analysis
of semi-inclusive DIS and Drell-Yan data. The calculation is performed at the next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy.
This calculation is performed within TMD factorization and no matching to the high qT region is included, where
the TMD approach is expected to be inaccurate. In contrast to pQCD calculations, the TMD calculations do not
require non-perturbative corrections, because such effects are already included. Calculations with the TMD framework
are available for the TMD sensitive cross sections, which are qjet

T /Q and ��jet. Uncertainties are not yet available
for the TMD predictions4. Additional TMD-based calculations are provided by the MC generator Cascade [131],
using matrix elements from KaTie [132] and parton branching TMD PDFs [133–135]. A first setup integrates to
HERAPDF2.0 [136] and a second setup uses angular ordering and pT as the renormalization scale [137, 138].
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Figure 2. Measured cross sections, normalized to the inclusive jet production cross section, as a function of the jet transverse
momentum (top left) and jet pseudorapidity (top right), lepton-jet momentum balance (qjet

T
/Q) (lower left), and lepton-jet

azimuthal angle correlation (��jet) (lower right). Predictions obtained with the pQCD (corrected by hadronization effects,
“NP”) are shown as well. Predictions obtained with the TMD framework are shown for the qjet

T
/Q and ��jet cross sections. At

the bottom, the ratio between predictions and the data are shown. The gray bands represent the total systematic uncertainty
of the measurement; the bars represent the statistical uncertainty of the measurement, which is typically smaller than the
marker size. The error bar on the NNLO calculation represents scale, PDF, and hadronization uncertainties. The statistical
uncertainties on the MC predictions are smaller than the markers.

Results. The unfolded data and comparisons to predictions are presented in Fig. 2. The pjetT and ⌘jetlab cross sections
are described within uncertainties by the NNLO calculation. Note that while the QED corrections are mostly small,

3 This differs from the original paper [33] using the anti-kT algorithm. The difference is power suppressed at the accuracy of the calculation.
4 The scale variation procedure that is standard in the collinear framework does not translate easily to the TMD framework [130].
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1 Introduction
Many models of physics beyond the standard model (BSM) predict the existence of new parti-
cles with hadronic decays. One of the most generic searches for new physics at particle colliders
is therefore a search for heavy resonances decaying into two jets [1–8]. This search is sensitive
to a wide range of signals, but is dominated by an overwhelming background from Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) multijet production. To increase the sensitivity to specific decays,
dedicated searches have been performed that require the jets to have a substructure and flavor
content compatible with vector bosons [9–11], Higgs bosons [12, 13], b quarks [14–17], or top
quarks [18–20]. These searches are able to exploit the expected jet content of the targeted signal
to reduce the standard model background and increase the search sensitivity, but as a result are
no longer generic. These dedicated searches also do not cover many possible signals, that may
exist below the sensitivity of the inclusive dijet search, which motivates a new approach tar-
geting a broader set of signals. To get the best combination of both sensitivity and generality,
new types of model-agnostic searches based on anomaly detection have been proposed [21],
and recently also performed at colliders in dijet topologies [22–24].

In this analysis, we present a machine learning (ML)-driven, model-agnostic search for a narrow-
width heavy resonance A with TeV-scale mass decaying into two other resonances, B and C, in
a dijet final state. The B and C particles are assumed to decay hadronically and their masses
to be significantly smaller than the A’s mass. The mass hierarchy results in the B and C par-
ticles being produced with high Lorentz boost, such that their decay products are contained
in large-radius jets. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Five different methods are used to design
discriminating variables that can be used to identify large-radius jets with a non-QCD-like sub-
structure and suppress the background rate by several orders of magnitude. These methods
are consequently used to search for a resonance which can be identified as a bump in the di-
jet mass spectrum on top of the dominant QCD background events. These methods are able
to significantly enhance the sensitivity to a much wider range of signal models than tradi-
tional substructure techniques. While all methods employ ML techniques and aim to identify

?

?

A

p

p

Jet

Jet

…

…

B 

C

Figure 1: Production in pp collisions of a dijet resonance, A, which decays to two resonances
B and C, that in turn each decay to a jet with anomalous substructure arising from multiple
subjets.

anomalous jets, they differ in the substructure information utilized, aspects of their learning
setup, and model architecture. Four of these methods proceed in a fully model-agnostic fash-
ion, without any signal simulation, and only make use of data events in the training of their
anomaly detection model. The fifth method is a hybrid approach and utilizes signal simulation
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
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Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the bump hunt. The signal (blue)
is localized in the signal region (SR). The background (red)
is estimated from a sideband region (SB).

Multiple strategies have been proposed for this task.
One approach is based on the Classification Without La-
bels (CWoLa) protocol [25, 26, 76] in which one trains a
classifier to distinguish the SR and SB data. One of the
biggest challenges with the CWoLa Hunting approach is
its high sensitivity to correlations between the features
x and m. Multiple variations of CWoLa Hunting have
been proposed to circumvent the correlation challenge,
such as Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly De-
tection (Salad) [38] and Simulation-Assisted Decorrela-
tion for Resonant Anomaly Detection (SA-CWoLa) [52].

An alternative approach is to learn the two likeli-
hoods directly and then take the ratio. This is the core
idea behind Anomaly Detection with Density Estima-
tion (Anode) [39]. The SB is used to estimate pbg(x|m)
for the background (assuming little signal contamination
outside the SR). This likelihood is then interpolated into
the SR. Combined with an estimate of pdata(x|m) trained
in the SR, one can construct an estimate of the likelihood
ratio. The SB interpolation makes Anode robust to cor-
relations between x and m, although density estimation
is inherently more challenging than classification.

In this paper, we propose a new method which com-
bines the best of CWoLa Hunting and Anode. With
Classifying Anomalies THrough Outer Density Estima-
tion (Cathode), we train a density estimator to learn
the (usually smooth) background distribution in the SB
which we refer to as the “outer” region. Then we interpo-
late it into the SR, but rather than directly constructing
the likelihood ratio as in Anode (which would require
us to also separately learn pdata(x|m) in the SR), we in-
stead generate sample events from the trained, interpo-
lated background density estimator. These sample events
should follow pbg(x|m) in the SR. Finally, we train a clas-
sifier (as in CWoLa Hunting) to distinguish pdata(x|m)

from pbg(x|m) in the SR.

Using the R&D dataset [77] from the LHC Olympics
(LHCO) [59], we will show that Cathode achieves a level
of performance (as measured by the significance improve-
ment characteristic) that greatly surpasses both CWoLa
Hunting and Anode, across a wide range of signal cross
sections. Cathode easily outperforms Anode because it
does not have to directly learn pdata in the SR, and in par-
ticular does not have to learn the sharp increase in pdata
where the signal is localized in all of the features. Mean-
while, it outperforms CWoLa Hunting because of a com-
bination of two e↵ects: one is that in Cathode, we can
oversample the outer density estimator, leading to more
background events than CWoLa Hunting has access to
(CWoLa Hunting is limited to the actual data events in
the sideband region), and yielding a more powerful clas-
sifier. Secondly, the features are slightly correlated with
m in the LHCO R&D dataset, and this slightly degrades
the performance of CWoLa Hunting, while Cathode is
robust.

We also compare Cathode to a fully supervised classi-
fier (i.e. trained on labeled signal and background events)
and an “idealized anomaly detector” (trained on data vs.
perfectly simulated background). We demonstrate that
Cathode nearly saturates the performance of the ide-
alized anomaly detector, and even nearly matches the
performance of the fully supervised classifier at low sig-
nal e�ciencies. These approaches (particularly the ide-
alized anomaly detector) place upper bounds on the per-
formance of any data-vs-background anomaly detection
technique, and the fact that Cathode is nearly saturat-
ing them indicates that it is nearly the best that it could
possibly be.

Finally, as in [39], we study the case where x and m are
correlated, by adding artificial linear correlations to two
of the features in x. Again we show that Cathode (like
Anode, and unlike CWoLa Hunting) is largely robust
against such correlations, and continues to nearly match
the performance of the idealized anomaly detector.

In this work, we will concern ourselves solely with sig-
nal sensitivity, and reserve the problem of background
estimation for future study. As long as the Cathode
classifier does not sculpt features into the invariant mass
spectrum, it should be straightforward to combine it with
a bump hunt in m.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly in-
troduces the LHCO dataset and our treatment of it, and
Section III describes the steps of the Cathode approach
in detail. Results are given in Section IV and we con-
clude with Section V. In Appendix A, we provide details
of the other approaches (CWoLa Hunting, Anode, ide-
alized anomaly detector and fully supervised classifier)
considered in this paper. A further study of correlated
features is given in Appendix B.
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FIG. 6. Background rejection (left) and significance improvement (right) of the various anomaly classifiers as a function of
the signal e�ciency. The solid lines are deduced from a median value of 10 fully independent trainings on the same training,
validation and evaluation set. The uncertainty bands quantify the variance from retraining the NNs on the same, fixed dataset
and are defined such that they contain 68% of the runs around the median.

FIG. 7. Left: Median maximum significance improvement of each method with 10 di↵erent signal injections (leading to a
di↵erent split of training, validation and evaluation sets in each run) at each decreasing value of signal/background ratios.
Here, the 68% hatched uncertainty bands quantify the variance (around the median) from both retrainings of the NN and

random realizations of the training and validation data, including di↵erent realizations of the 1,000 injected signal events.
Right: Achieved maximum significance, which is computed by multiplying the uncut significance by the maximum significance
improvement. Both plots feature the significance without any cut applied in the upper horizontal axis. The dotted lines on the
right hand side denote 3 and 5 � significance values.

• Both Cathode and Anode need to learn the
smoothly varying background. However, Anode
must also learn the sharply peaked distributions in
x where the signal is localized (the “inner” den-
sity estimator trained on the SR). This results in
a degradation of the Anode anomaly detection
method and worse performance than Cathode and
CWoLa Hunting.

• As for how Cathode is able to outperform CWoLa
Hunting, there are two reasons. Firstly, there is a
correlation at the percent level between the cho-

sen features in x within the original LHCO R&D
dataset with the search variable (mJJ). Since
CWoLa Hunting is very sensitive to correlations,
this small correlation is su�cient to degrade the
performance compared to that of Cathode. De-
tails of the correlation study can be found in
Sec. IVC. Secondly, CWoLa Hunting is limited to
only using the events within the sidebands to train
the classifier (approximately 65,000 events), while
Cathode is able to oversample events from the
background model (here 200,000 events are used).
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tistical fluctuations, that would be present when the methods are being applied to data, both
of which affect the performance achieved when training neural networks. Due to the limited
statistics of the QCD simulations, the mock datasets corresponded to an equivalent luminosity
of only 26.8 fb�1. Versions of the mock dataset with different amounts of injected signal events
were constructed, and the search procedure was repeated on each version. A background-only
version of the mock dataset was used to verify that no method produced artificial excesses.

Mock datasets with injected signals were used to test the sensitivities of the anomaly detection
methods. These datasets were used to determine the expected statistical significance of the
signal as a function of the size of the injected signal.

The sensitivities of the anomaly detection methods were compared to several standard meth-
ods to better contextualize their performance. These comparison methods utilize the same
basic selection criteria, fitting procedure and statistical analysis as employed by the anomaly
detection methods. The only difference is slightly modified event selections. The inclusive
search, defined previously, is used as a comparison model-agnostic approach. The first (sec-
ond) model-specific event selection is a typical substructure selection tailored to two-pronged
(three-pronged) signals and requires t21 < 0.4 (t32 < 0.65) and mSD > 50 GeV for both jets in
the event. The final model-specific event selection was intended to maximally exploit signal
information to achieve superior sensitivity. For this, a version of the QUAK procedure which
had a signal prior exactly matching the injected signal was used.

Figure 2 shows simulations of the sensitivity of the search methods, comparing the extracted
p-value as a function of the signal cross section for two benchmark signals, the 2+2 pronged
X ! YY0 ! 4q and the 3+3 pronged W0 ! B0t ! bZt.
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Figure 2: P-values as a function of the injected signal cross sections for the different analysis
procedures on for two different signals: (left) the 2-pronged X ! YY0 ! 4q signal with MX =
3 TeV, MY = 170 GeV, and MY0 = 170 GeV and (right) 3-pronged W0 ! B0t ! bZt signal
with MW 0 = 3 TeV and MB0 = 400 GeV. Significances are restricted to a maximum of 7s, to
reflect limitations of the asymptotic formula used. Values larger than this are denoted with a
downwards facing triangle.

As expected, the inclusive search was sensitive to both models, but was unable to reach ev-
idence or discovery-level significances at the considered signal cross sections because of the
large QCD background. The two-prong (three-pronged) targeted selections was found to im-
prove sensitivity beyond the inclusive search for the two-pronged X ! YY0 ! 4q signal (three-
pronged W0 ! B0t ! bZt signal), but were found to be significantly worse than the inclusive
selection on the three-pronged (two-pronged) signal. In contrast, all anomaly detection meth-
ods were able to demonstrate increased sensitivity above an inclusive search for both signals.
The relative performance of the anomaly detection methods were seen to vary between the
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Figure 3: The dijet invariant mass spectrum and resulting background fit to the data for
VAE-QR (top left) CWoLa Hunting (top middle), TNT (top right), CATHODE (bottom left),
CATHODE-b (bottom middle) and QUAK (bottom right). The shapes of example signals are
shown along with the VAE-QR mjj distribution. Though not shown, these shapes are consistent
for the other methods as well. For all methods besides the VAE-QR, separate selections were
applied for different signal mass hypotheses and the resulting mass spectra were fit separately.
The figures therefore show the fitted and observed dijet mass distribution in the signal win-
dow of each selection, which results in a discontinuous distribution. The results in the A signal
regions are shown for the weakly supervised and QUAK methods.
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with respect to the inclusive search for some signals. Signals in which only one of the two
jets has a distinctive signature, such as the Q⇤ ! qW signal, or the X ! YY0 ! 4q mass
points which feature very light daughter masses, are found to be difficult for the anomaly
detection methods. This is likely because for these signals one of the two jets is, or looks very
similar to, a standard QCD jet, which makes signal discrimination more challenging. For the
X ! YY0 ! 4q signal, this occurs because light daughters are extremely boosted, making the
two-prong structure look similar to a single prong. For example, for a 25 GeV daughter from a
3 TeV resonance, the typical separation between the two quarks is only DR ⇠ 0.03.

It is important to mention that these benchmark signals were included in the signal prior of
the generic QUAK method. In contrast, they were not used by the other methods, except in
the procedure used to evaluate the signal efficiency. It was found, that when removing a given
signal from the prior of the generic QUAK method, the sensitivity to that signal degraded by
⇠30%. The results from the other methods may therefore generalize better to untested signals
than the results of the generic QUAK search.

Figure 6: The upper limit at 95% confidence level on the cross section for the process A!BC,
is shown for each search method applied to a variety of signal models. For a resonance mass
m(A)=3 TeV (left) and m(A)=5 TeV (right), we show for each signal model (columns), and
search method (all colors), the observed limits (Xs), expected limits (squares), and their one
standard deviation expected variation (error bars). For the BSM daughter particles, the masses
of the Y and Y0 were set to 170 GeV while the masses of the B0, R and H were set to 400
GeV. Limits from the anomaly detection methods (six colors) are compared to those from an
inclusive dijet search in which no substructure selection is made (black markers and horizon-
tal lines), traditional substructure cuts targeting two-pronged (dark brown) or three-pronged
decays (tan), and the observed limit from a previous CMS search for the WKK model in the
all-hadronic channel [45] (gray).

Except for WKK, none of the signals considered have been previously covered by dedicated
searches in the mass range considered in this analysis, making the limits reported here the first
of their kind. This broad range of unique exploration was made possible by the combination of
flexibility and sensitivity within the anomaly detection approach. Though it does not achieve
the same sensitivity to an individual model as a dedicated search, anomaly detection can offer

• New result by the CMS collaboration:  
CMS Anomaly Search Effort (CASE)


• Full Run 2 dataset


• 6 anomaly detectors in parallel
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1 Introduction
Many models of physics beyond the standard model (BSM) predict the existence of new parti-
cles with hadronic decays. One of the most generic searches for new physics at particle colliders
is therefore a search for heavy resonances decaying into two jets [1–8]. This search is sensitive
to a wide range of signals, but is dominated by an overwhelming background from Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) multijet production. To increase the sensitivity to specific decays,
dedicated searches have been performed that require the jets to have a substructure and flavor
content compatible with vector bosons [9–11], Higgs bosons [12, 13], b quarks [14–17], or top
quarks [18–20]. These searches are able to exploit the expected jet content of the targeted signal
to reduce the standard model background and increase the search sensitivity, but as a result are
no longer generic. These dedicated searches also do not cover many possible signals, that may
exist below the sensitivity of the inclusive dijet search, which motivates a new approach tar-
geting a broader set of signals. To get the best combination of both sensitivity and generality,
new types of model-agnostic searches based on anomaly detection have been proposed [21],
and recently also performed at colliders in dijet topologies [22–24].

In this analysis, we present a machine learning (ML)-driven, model-agnostic search for a narrow-
width heavy resonance A with TeV-scale mass decaying into two other resonances, B and C, in
a dijet final state. The B and C particles are assumed to decay hadronically and their masses
to be significantly smaller than the A’s mass. The mass hierarchy results in the B and C par-
ticles being produced with high Lorentz boost, such that their decay products are contained
in large-radius jets. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Five different methods are used to design
discriminating variables that can be used to identify large-radius jets with a non-QCD-like sub-
structure and suppress the background rate by several orders of magnitude. These methods
are consequently used to search for a resonance which can be identified as a bump in the di-
jet mass spectrum on top of the dominant QCD background events. These methods are able
to significantly enhance the sensitivity to a much wider range of signal models than tradi-
tional substructure techniques. While all methods employ ML techniques and aim to identify

?

?
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p

p

Jet

Jet

…

…

B 

C

Figure 1: Production in pp collisions of a dijet resonance, A, which decays to two resonances
B and C, that in turn each decay to a jet with anomalous substructure arising from multiple
subjets.

anomalous jets, they differ in the substructure information utilized, aspects of their learning
setup, and model architecture. Four of these methods proceed in a fully model-agnostic fash-
ion, without any signal simulation, and only make use of data events in the training of their
anomaly detection model. The fifth method is a hybrid approach and utilizes signal simulation

Overdensities beyond resonances 
(e.g. 2404.07258, 2311.12924)
 Better sensitivity for weak 

signals (e.g. 2312.11629)

More features per jet 
(e.g. 2309.13111)

Low-level input data  
(e.g. 2310.06897)

Reduce shaping of 
distributions

Robust statistical treatment beyond 
bump-hunts (e.g. 2111.13633)

Anomalies as outliers (e.g. 
substantial literature on auto 
encoder based methods)

More topologies

Applications to data 
monitoring
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Colliders with  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analysis
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with microsecond latency 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Fig. 8: Typical event display of the CDC for var-
ious graph building approaches. Quadrants show
A all hits, B k-NN graph building (k=6), C e-
NN graph building (e=22mm), and D p-NN
graph building (see fig. 9). The inserts show zooms
to a smaller section of the CDC.

Illustrating the working principle our graph
building approaches, fig. 8 depicts four cut-outs of
the CDC in the x-y plane for z = 0.
In sector A , hit identifier received by the detec-
tor for an exemplary event are indicated by black
markers. The other three sectors show one graph
building approach each: Sector B depicts a k-NN
graph for of k = 6, as there are up to six direct
neighbours for each wire. The k-NN graphs con-
nects wires that are widely separated. Sector C
shows an e-NN graph for e = 22mm. The spe-
cific value for e is chosen, because 22mm is in
the range of one to two neighbour wires inside
the CDC. This graph building approach connects
hits in close proximity only, yielding multiple sepa-
rated graphs. In addition, more edges are detected
in the inner rings compared to the outer rings
of the detector due to the higher wire density in
this region. Finally, sector D shows a p-NN graph
using the pattern described in fig. 9. The pattern

extends the existing pattern [57–59] of the cur-
rently implemented TSF in the L1 trigger system
by taking neighbours in the same superlayers into
account. When comparing the e-NN graphs and
the p-NN graphs with each other, it is observed
that the degrees2 of p-NN vertices are more evenly
distributed (see inserts in fig. 8).

Fig. 9: Two query vertices illustrate the neigh-
bourhood pattern in hourglass shape used for
the Belle II detector case study. The superlayer
is rolled o↵ radially and an exemplary cut-out
is shown. Vertices which are considered neigh-
bour candidates of the respective query vertex are
shown as purple-filled markers.

6.3 Parameter Exploration

In general, k-NN, e-NN and p-NN algorithms gen-
erate di↵erent graphs for an identical input event.
However, to replace k-NN graph building with a
locally constrained graph building approach, the
graphs should ideally be identical. As the gener-
ated graphs depend strongly on the chosen hyper-
parameters, on the geometry of the detector, and
on the background distribution of the events under
observation, a quantitative measure of the similar-
ity of the generated graphs between k-NN graphs
and locally constrained graphs, such as e-NN or
p-NN graphs, is necessary. The optimal choice of
the hyperparameter e* is the one that maximises
the similarity for any k. For this optimisation we
use simulated events as described in section 3. We
generate both the k-NN graphs and the locally
constrained graphs on the dataset considering the
neighbourhood of wires inside the detector. Edges
of the k-NN graphs are labelled Ek, whereas the
edges of observed locally constrained graphs are

2The degree of a vertex of a graph is the number of edges
that are connected to the vertex.

Online graph building for 
reconstruction in Belle 2 
drift chamber
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(a) Utilization for a variable graph size |E|. The queue
length parameter is set to eight, each edge is composed
of 60 bits.

(b) Utilisation for a variable edge width. The queue
length parameter is set to eight, the input graph is
composed of 4545 edges.

Fig. 12: Resource utilisation reported after out-of-context synthesis on the UT4 platform using
Vivado 2022.2 for registers, lookup tables (LUTs) and multiplexers (F7MUXes). Measurement are indi-
cated by dots and connected by lines through linear interpolation to guide the eye. Unreported resource
types are not utilised in the implementation.

Table 3: Utilization for variable graph size |E|, |V |, and edge width. Numerical implementation results
are identical to the values shown in fig. 12.

No. of Vertices No. of Edges Width of Edge Registers LUTs F7Muxes

abs. % abs. % abs. %

498 2305 60 bit 145 333 7.84% 19 370 2.09% 5760 1.15%
786 3649 60 bit 246 511 13.30% 31 360 3.39% 9120 1.81%
978 4545 40 bit 206 573 11.15% 34 252 3.70% 11 360 2.26%
978 4545 60 bit 304 919 16.46% 38 968 4.21% 11 360 2.26%
978 4545 100 bit 485 473 26.20% 47 642 5.14% 11 200 2.23%

7 Conclusion

In our work, we analysed three graph building
approaches on their feasibility for the real-time
environment of particle physics machine-learning
applications. As the k-NN algorithm, which is
favoured by state-of-the-art GNN tracking solu-
tions, is unsuitable for the strict sub-microsecond
latency constraints imposed by trigger systems,
we identify two locally constrained nearest neigh-
bour algorithms e-NN and p-NN as possible alter-
natives. In an e↵ort to reduce the number of
design-iterations and time-consuming hardware
debugging, we develop a generator-based hard-
ware design methodology tailored specifically to

online graph-building algorithms. Our approach
generalises graph-building algorithms into an
intermediate-graph representation based on a for-
mal detector description and user-specified met-
rics. The semi-automated workflow enables the
generation of FPGA-accelerated hardware imple-
mentation of locally constrained nearest neigh-
bour algorithms. To demonstrate the capabili-
ties of our toolchain, we perform a case study
on the trigger system of the Belle II detector.
We implement an online graph-building algo-
rithm which adapts the pattern of the current
track segment finder, demonstrating the feasibil-
ity of our approach in the environment of particle
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Figure 1. Sketch of the detector design, with a focus on the observable features (xi, yi, Ei, ✓i,�i). The

calorimeter plane has been highlighted in light red.

In principle, the branching ratios for B ! K + a can also be calculated in terms of the e↵ective
ALP model parameters. In this work, however, we will treat the B meson branching ratios, and hence
the ALP production cross section, as an independent parameter. This is well-motivated both in the
case of gauge boson interactions, where the e↵ective ALP photon coupling may receive an additional
contribution from an underlying ALP-hypercharge coupling, and in the case of quark interactions,
where the B meson branching ratio has a residual logarithmic dependence on the ultraviolet comple-
tion [19, 25]. The B meson branching ratios then only a↵ect the total number of expected events, i.e.
the normalisation of the various distributions, but not their shape. In the following, we will focus our
attention primarily on the two ALP parameters that a↵ect kinematic distributions in more compli-
cated ways, namely (ma, ga�) or equivalently (ma, c⌧a). These are provided as input to our simulator
in order to extract experimental observables.

2.2 Detector geometry and experimental setup

We consider a typical beam-dump experiment, where the ALPs are produced inside an absorber and
propagate into an evacuated decay volume (see Fig. 1). The photons produced in the ALP decays then
propagate through the decay volume and are detected when interacting with the calorimeter at the far
end of the experiment. The decay volume is placed at a distance zmin from the point where the proton
beam impinges onto the dump. The decay volume ends at zmax where the calorimeter observing the
photons is located. The calorimeter is assumed to be a square with side length `cal centred at x = xcal

and y = 0. In a more refined treatment, we would need to take into account that between the end
of the decay volume and the calorimeter there are tracking detectors. In our simplified discussion the
tracking chambers are taken to be part of the decay volume and thus the calorimeter is placed directly
at the end of the decay volume.

Candidate ALP events are selected if both photons hit the calorimeter plane. In order to ensure
that the resulting showers can be individually resolved, we require a minimum photon separation of
dmin = 10 cm. Furthermore, we require both photons to have an energy greater than 1GeV, which
is readily satisfied by photons produced in the decay of a boosted ALP. A perfect detector would be
able to reconstruct the photon 4-momenta (i.e. their energy Ei and angular information ✓i,�i) and the
calorimeter hit position (xi and yi). Experimentally, the showers position zi needs to be determined as
well. Since the shower z-coordinate is typically meters away from the decay vertex, we identify zi with
the position zmax of the first calorimeter plane and assume that the impact of the uncertainty is small

– 4 –

Infer axion mass 
from measurement


Figure 12. Mass uncertainty distribution over the 10k samples of the test dataset varying the angular

resolution of the detector for ma = 1GeV.

while for detectors with poor angular resolution the diphoton invariant mass exhibits a bias towards
larger masses especially for small ALP masses.

In principle, one could use the distribution of estimated masses over the entire test dataset to
extract the variance in the mass estimator. However, to properly evaluate the performance, it is
preferable to evaluate �m = �(log10 m̂) for each sample separately, because this makes it possible to
also evaluate the variance of �m over the dataset. We also point out that the error on the logarithm of
the ALP mass is related to the relative error on the ALP mass, such that we can directly compare our
results for di↵erent assumptions on the true ALP mass. Given the number of di↵erent detector setups
that we consider, it is di�cult to visualize the distributions of �m for all cases. In the following we
will therefore focus on ma = 1GeV while taking some representative detector setups which highlight
our conclusions. The distributions for the other masses are provided in appendix A.

In fig. 12 we compare the performances for di↵erent detector setups, focusing again on the impact
of changing the angular resolution. By showing the distribution of �m, this figure adds new information
with respect to fig. 11, which showed the distribution of m̂. As expected, we see that the ML approach
does not perform better than the diphoton invariant mass in the case of good angular resolution. The
distributions of �m from cINN and diphoton are in this case very similar, indicating that the network
has learnt to reconstruct exactly this high-level observable. The situation changes when the resolution
on the angles is decreased, as in this case the cINN can do significantly better than the naive m�� .

Our analysis shows that the angular resolution of the detector is a major factor for our ability to
constrain the ALP mass. The e↵ect of also changing the energy resolution is investigated in fig. 13.
For both values of the energy resolution considered, we find that, as long as the angular resolution
is su�ciently good, the distributions of �m for the cINN and for the diphoton invariant mass are
very similar. This finding suggests that also for poorer energy resolution, the diphoton invariant
mass remains the most informative high-level observable. However, the conclusion changes when we
decrease the angular resolution. In this case the cINN performs better for both values of the energy
resolution. Moreover, the cINN distribution shifts considerably when changing the energy resolution,
while the m�� distribution is basically una↵ected. This observation suggests that the cINN uses
additional information contained in the photon energies, and consequently an improvement in the
energy resolution helps the inference process.

– 21 –
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2

strategy for optimizing HEP data analysis pipelines.

• We demonstrate, to our knowledge for the first time,
a finetuning workflow in the hierarchical setting of
per-object representation and event-level inference
within particle physics.

• We quantify the significant gains due to end-to-end
optimization with respect to data efficiency and
performance at fixed sample size.

• We provide evidence of successful domain adapta-
tion in a hierarchical setting of HEP foundation
models finetuned on datasets other than the one
they are pretrained with.

II. RELATED WORK

This work connects to a larger body of research con-
cerned with the optimization of HEP analysis and the
role of processing low-level variables with deep-learning
systems [1, 2]. Early work on neural networks with in-
ductive bias informed by quantum chromodynamics [3]
investigated a hierarchical approach that jointly optimized
a pipeline consisting of a neural embeddings of jets fol-
lowed by an event classification but has not in detail
studied performance under various pretraining strategies.
Increasingly, hierarchies of neural networks algorithms
are used within reconstruction for larger overall tasks,
such as tracking [4–6] or particle flow reconstruction [7, 8].
However, they are often greedily optimized due to non-
differentiable elements in the pipeline. To bridge this
gap, approaches that enable gradient information to flow
freely have grown into the rich research domain of differen-
tiable programming, with e.g. differentiable vertexing [9],
statistical inference [10–13], branching processes [14, 15],
matrix-elements [16] or even detector-design [17].

This work relies heavily on jet-level backbone models,
which are primarily developed in the context of jet-tagging
tasks [18, 19]. Specifically we use the transformer-based
ParT [20] as a jet representation backbone, but the method
can be extended to other jet-level models that access
the full low-level constituent data, such as JetCLR [21],
LorentzNet [22], or GN2X [23].

The notion of general-purpose foundation models that
are pretrained and then finetuned is commonplace in com-
puter vision [24–26] and natural language processing [27–
30]. Often, such foundation models aim to develop a
self-supervised pre-training strategy; however, supervised
strategies are also common [31]. Increasingly, there are
also efforts within the natural sciences to train and ex-
ploit general-purpose foundation models [32–35]. Domain
adaptation has been investigated previously in high-energy
physics in a jet-tagging contexts [20, 36] but to our knowl-
edge not in hierarchical configurations. In parallel to the
present effort on supervised backbones, investigations are
ongoing on the potential of self-supervised backbones in
HEP through masked particle modelling, which extends

FIG. 2: Modern machine learning and HEP data analysis
exhibit conceptual similarities. Reconstruction plays the

role of a backbone or foundation model yielding a
general purpose representation of high-dimensional

low-level data. The physics data analysis itself is a “head”
that produces task-specific summary statistics.

the masked language modelling approach from NLP to
the HEP domain [37].

III. BACKGROUND

A. Simulation-based Inference and Summary
Statistics

The data analysis strategy described in Section I can be
motivated and formalized through the lens of simulation-
based (or likelihood-free) inference [38]. In HEP, the
evaluation of the likelihood p(x|✓) of the observed data
x given a theory ✓ is intractable due to the fact that
the data-generating process proceeds through complex
intermediate states that are not directly observed, such
as particles decays, radiation effects and interactions with
dense detector material. Formally, we can collect all such
unobserved states into a single latent variable z. The
likelihood-free nature then becomes apparent, as the eval-
uation of the likelihood would require the computation
of a high-dimensional integral p(x|✓) =

R
z p(x|z)p(z|✓).

Inference in this setting is primarily enabled by the exis-
tence of high-quality simulators that encode the physics
of the data-generating process, so that it’s possible to
obtain joint samples (x, z, ✓) ⇠ p(x|z)p(z|✓)p(✓) through
ancestral sampling. A direct density estimation of p(x|✓)
based on the resulting marginal samples x ⇠ p(x|✓) is
however impossible due to the high dimensionality of the
data x, which denotes the readouts of O(108) sensors of
modern physics experiments such as those at the LHC.

The dominant method to perform inference on the
theory parameters ✓ is therefore through the density es-
timation of suitable low-dimensional summary statistics
T : x 7! t followed by standard statistical inference tech-
niques. The computation of the summary statistic is often
conceptually split into a reconstruction-level summary and

Foundation models extend 
transfer more broadly and 
centralise and re-use training
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Figure 2: Architecture of the transformer backbone component of OmniJet-↵. The data that has been
encoded by the VQ-VAE is fed through an embedding layer, before it reaches the main part of the model
which is based on the transformer decoder. The output of the transformer decoder blocks is passed to a
task specific head, for either generation or classification tasks. Note that during inference of the generative
model, the model does not receive complete token sequences, but only the start token. The model will then
autoregressively generate the rest of the sequence, updating its input as it progresses, as described in the
text.

tum of 500GeV < p
jet
T < 1000GeV and a pseudora-

pidity of |⌘jet| < 2. Additionally, truth-level match-
ing is performed for all classes except q/g and only
jets that contain all the decay products of the boson
or top quark are included. The resulting dataset con-
tains 100M jets for training, 5M jets for validation,
and 20M jets for testing.

In this work, only the kinematic information per
particle (pT, �, ⌘) is used while the particle mass m
is approximated as zero. Next, the azimuth angle
� and the pseudorapidity ⌘ are pre-processed to be
relative to the jet axis1:

⌘
rel = ⌘

particle � ⌘
jet (1)

�
rel = �

particle � �
jet

. (2)

Finally, we apply the cuts |⌘rel| < 0.8 and
|�rel| < 0.8 to remove a very small fraction of low-
energy constituents at the periphery and use up to
128 particles per jet.

B. Jet constituent token creation

We explore three kinds of tokenization approaches:
binned, conditional, and unconditional tokenization.

1 The di↵erence in � is signed and rectified to �⇡
through ⇡. We handle those calculations using the
scikit-hep/vector [51] and scikit-hep/awkward [52] li-
braries.

In the binned approach [37], the space of input fea-
tures is subdivided using a regular grid in all dimen-
sions (e.g. a 21x21x21 grid in three dimensions) and
the cells in this grid are enumerated, resulting in one
token per cell.

In the unconditional approach, each constituent is
tokenized individually using a non-linear mapping,
whereas in the conditional approach constituents are
encoded and decoded conditioned on each other. We
use a Vector Quantized Variational AutoEncoder
(VQ-VAE) [39, 44, 45, 53] to create a discrete set
of jet constituent tokens both for conditional and
unconditional tokenization.

The input features for the VQ-VAE are the ⌘
rel,

�
rel and pT values of the jet constituents. For the

conditional tokenization, we use a transformer for
both the encoder and the decoder of the VQ-VAE,
whereas a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is
used for the unconditional tokenization. Details
about the di↵erent VQ-VAEmodels used in our stud-
ies, as well as details about the preprocessing of the
input features can be found in Section A1.

C. Transformer backbone

The core of OmniJet-↵ is a transformer backbone
based on the GPT transformer decoder model first
introduced in [54]. However, since jet constituents
are permutation invariant, we do not employ the po-
sitional encoding usually used in LLMs. As input,
the transformer backbone receives the generated to-
kens from the VQ-VAE, complemented with a start

OmniJet-α
2

VQ-VAE
encoder

VQ-VAE
decoder

VQ-VAE
decoder

Transformer
backbone

Jet tokenization

Jet generation

Next-token
prediction head

Transformer
backbone Classification head

Jet classification

Jet type prediction

Autoregressive next-token generation

VQ-VAE
encoder

Figure 1: Schematics of the di↵erent steps (tokenization, generation, classification) in the OmniJet-↵ model.

model can be used as a foundation model for jet
physics. However, the standard GPT constructions
are not built to deal with continuous input data, but
rather tokenized data. As point clouds are the most
versatile representation of physics data [7, 16, 41–
43] and can incorporate both event level informa-
tion, jet substructure, and even low-level detector
signals, finding a suitable input transformation for
point clouds to tokens is the most pressing problem.
Various tokenization strategies have been explored,
for example using a simple mapping based on binning
the input space in [37], a Gaussian mixture model in
[38], and using an additional conditional embedding
network in [39].

Here, we follow the conditional tokenization strat-
egy from [39, 44, 45], but first take a step back to
verify the quality and trade-o↵s involved in building
these tokens. This will allow us to formulate qual-
ity measures to choose a suitable tokenization model,
leading to an increase in codebook size from 512 to-
kens in [39] to 8192 tokens.

Using this representation, we will first demon-
strate training a generative model for jets as to-
kens in an unsupervised way for the JetClass [35]
dataset. Compared to [37], the core of our archi-
tecture is a transformer-decoder, not a transformer-
encoder.

Finally, this allows us to test whether the informa-
tion encoded in a model that was trained to generate
jets can also be transferred to the task of classify-
ing them. Observing such a transfer ability across
di↵erent classes of tasks — as opposed to transfer
between di↵erent classification or generation prob-
lems — would be a crucial ingredient to building
foundation models for physics data, and has not yet

been achieved. A graphical representation of this ap-
proach is provided in Figure 1. As this is the first
prototype of a model to tackle all tasks with jets in
particle physics, it is named OmniJet-↵.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II introduces the data as well as the tokeniza-
tion approach, the generative architecture, and the
transfer learning strategy. Next, Section III shows
the results of the tokenization study, the generative
performance, as well as tests of the transfer learning
capabilities of the model. Finally, Section IV sum-
marizes the results and provides a brief outlook.

II. METHODS AND DATASET

A. Dataset

All studies are performed using the JetClass

dataset [35], originally introduced in [10]. It con-
tains both jet-level and constituent-level features for
ten di↵erent types of jets initiated by gluons and
quarks (q/g), top quarks (t, subdivided by their de-
cay mode into t ! bqq

0 and t ! b`⌫) , as well as W ,
Z, and H (H ! bb̄, H ! cc̄, H ! gg, H ! 4q, and
H ! `⌫qq

0) bosons.
Events are simulated using Mad-

Graph5 aMC@NLO [46] with parton shower-
ing and hadronization done by Pythia [47]. A
simplified detector simulation implemented in
Delphes [48] using the CMS detector [49] card
is performed. Constituents are clustered into jets
using the anti-kT algorithm [50] with a distance
parameter of R = 0.8.

Jets are selected if they have a transverse momen-
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Figure 6: Comparison of generated jets from the model trained on both q/g and t ! bqq
0 jets, to reconstructed

JetClass tokens. The top row shows jet level distributions, while the bottom row shows distributions on
the constituent level.

Figure 7: Performance of pre-trained and non-pre-trained models for the task of t ! bqq
0 vs q/g jet classifi-

cation. The area under the ROC-curve (AUC) metric is shown on the left, the classification accuracy on the
right.

IV. CONCLUSION

Foundation models for physics data are an entic-
ing promise: Trained on large amounts of data and
tasks, they are expected to easily generalize to any
down-stream problem, saving countless hours of hu-
man and compute time. In this paper we have taken
crucial steps towards the creation of such models.

First, we expect learned representations of data to
play a key role as inputs to foundation models. Rep-
resentations might be continuous and rely on symme-
tries or learn a mapping to a discrete space as done
here with tokenization. Note that while using data
raw — i.e. without prior mapping into a representa-
tion space — might be possible when only consider-
ing a narrow range of similar datasets, it is inherently

limiting when data from di↵erent sources or with dif-
ferent initial dimensionalities are to be considered.

Whatever representation is used, it will be impor-
tant to understand and minimize the loss of informa-
tion inherent in this transformation. This problem
is especially important for downstream uses such as
classification and regression tasks, as the loss of in-
formation can directly limit the achievable accuracy
or resolution. This work introduced a set of criteria
— both distribution and classifier based — that can
be used to assess the quality of any representation.

Using these metrics, we found a marked increase
in the resolution of relevant observables like mass
and jet substructure by using a codebook size of
8192 with conditional tokenization over binning-
based approaches, unconditional tokenization, and
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